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FOREWORD

, --. f
Millions of American's have' acquired useful knowledge
, .

.
.

No, t
.

and skills of high quality during their service-experien,e

.1.

through education programs offered on military bases by

civilian iAstitutions, For many it is the only ppos;tsecon-
b

cation they, ,.have had. -For others it provided the

okndation for further.education including the .highest

professional levels in medicine, law, and teaching, justato
A

cite a few. ,

- The Council on Postsedofidary Accreditation's case study-
.) .

.

0 ,,of educatid1n offered on military installations hagrmade an

indepth studyof 25 bases including all branches of the armed

forces., ,The study involved 54 different evaluators., all

-.professional educators drawn from po'S'tsecondary institutions

thtoughout the United'States.- While the report tends to
°

focus on the weaknesses found, there ate also many strengths'

pregent in the orV-base programs offered by divilian -

tutions cs' Indeed; er;e has. not been enough said about the

.'truly good:educational programs and courses that have been

of fermi on military bases, over the pasii 30 years.

My own'personal exPerience with military edu tion

--'beganin 1942 while I was in the ,Army Air Force at Urbana,

r"

1

I

rr

4
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Illinois. I was impressed thin, as I am today, with the
4

quality of.education,that was being provided by our colleges
I

and universities for service personnel, in many talances

at great expense to the institution o5,..at best, with a
4

minim of monetary returns.

the regional accrediting commissions of higher' education, A

In 21 years as 'the chief-executive,officer of one of

have been personally involved in the evaluation of education

offered by accredited institutions for all of ,the miditary

-services. While I have seen most of the questionabl.e practices

identified by the current critics, instances of 1.1c1-; practices

are rather feW in number 'And relatively insignificant to the.'

This case study was,desi ned to gather the facts concern-

'ing the strengths and weaknesses of military base education.
A

This-regort presents a summary of these findings and the con-

/ clu'sions and recommendations based on them.

The evaluation process' for education offered on military

in allations ,does not end here. ,Ra er, this 'study is the
,

beginning 1 a new and continuing evaluation prooess. It is

e.

my intent, and the intent of the study, to,encourav and

t.

iMprove the good and to eliminate the bad, in order tQ,assure

that, American service personnel receive quality educational

4.

.

pro ams provided by reg.ionally accredited, postsecondary
. ,

educat4* ional institutions.

Gordon W. Sweet
v"k

.
Chairman of the Uvisory Committde

4
(
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PREFACE,

Until a'few yearslregoc college-level instruction,for

service personnel offered'on.milia:Y bases was "conducted/ .

by only,'a few institutions,land control And,,monitor±ng were
)

relatiVely simple: It was easy .to. find it whd was doing

what, where, arid
.

fodwhom. During'the seventies(the number

. L2
and variety of institut4ons invoixed ori-ibase edu-

ctiOnal enterprise has increased significantly. Almost

every kind of postsecondary eduqational institution is

represented among -`the host ofproviders that offer ran un-

limited variety of-courses and degree'progr,ams at all

. levels from, certificate programs through the dOctOrate.

This rapid expansion of) educational activiti by port-
.

secondary educational institutions and ther,inGryased number

of military, students enrolled in on-base programs and courses

have triggered a'great de-al of conbern about the operational
: ,

procedures used and the quality of tile-programs offered.

In response to 1-ie perceived problbms and criticisms, the
lop

' 'U. S. Depirtmept of defense contracted with-the Council on

1'

o

.Postsecondary Accreditation, to _conduct- a case study on off--
r.

campus postsecondary educatiop on tiiritary basd6. The cast ,

study was implemented 'with the cooperation of, the six.

A

O

-
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regional, acc'redIfin`g' as4oc..ations., all' bra nches of the

"1'

military service, -and a representieie number df the, cool-

leges and universit4es-that Offer programs' .and courses on
) 67"

military installations.
V

w,

In achieving thesurposes,of-tbe study, we were able
._ -...,,

r
b

\' to identify, and place into prOper'erppece the,issues -(

and proble4s.that hakre emanated from%military-base 'education
a

. in recent years. The study 'ha's cOfirmed that. these problems't.

. :and issues do, indeed, exist. Based on the magnitude of the
xi

enterprise--numbers 'of inatitutipnsjnvolVed, programs offered,
4

and student's enrollecf.--and'the dispei:sed nature of.the opera?-

..

p
.

. . .

tion, howver, the proportion of-yoorwprograms 'and'Practices
. .

.

that exist in relation to, the good 'and acceptable "is pr'obahly

no greater. fOr off-camPias activities than kt for on- campus

)i

operations. This conclusionin no way justifies the existence':',

of questionable programs on military bases: There call be

rational or acceptable justification for poor - uality academic

programs on bases, or on campus. Thqs, the recommendations

contained in this report are designed, if implemented, to

improve the quality of academic programs pffered on military ,

bases without diminishing access to an apprdpriate variety (:).f

programs for military personnel.

'There are ambiguities sufficient afly. one of the

principal-constituent partners in on-base education to point

the quality finger at another and not see,or admit its own

iv

4 ,
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shortcomings.-*if-.such happeA, it will be Linfortunate; yetv).
1

_

-

/it bften.happeriS. The purpose of the 'Case-Study eipproa6h
.y, ,;

4..!.
.

was. of tolsingle.out-Parties for blame, bb to",identify and
-

. !

document the roles,. relationships, and tesponsidbilities of'

allxin making. the mtoleeducatlohalenterprise for militaiT

i- .

.

. persOnnel,academically acceptable and xespe*mbabli,d The
, . .

,

,military 'student deservess this, and all partieS=7the military
.

edubational'instituions, accrediting agencies, and the. state

and federal agencies involved- -share in the responsibility.

Part 1 'of the report traces the background for)and.
. .

, .

., _..

development of the case study' and presenr the goals;andI

objectives Tor the project. Part Irpresents information on

the design ofIthe study, how it was striicturedand orgdAized, n
.0

/.
_.,_..

.
.

and,identifies the strengths and weaknesses of the study..

Part _III presents a summary of the findirs frpn 'the

various site visitations and draws general conclusions. from
4, , .

.

,these finding's concerning, institutional purpose
.

and goals,

organization and adMinieratit5n; admissions, curriculum, in
,

.struction *and quality assurance, learning resources and

physical facilities, student services, and financial resources.

Spedific findings related to the military, regional accredit=

ingsagdncies,-the states, and the Veterans Administration qpre

also-presented. /'

%

Part IV presents the conclusions_ and recommendations that
).

have,evolved from the case study as a whoip. There are 24

Var
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recommendations made dealing with major problems and jissues'

that have been identified,as a result of the case study.
. - ,

/ .

...

There .are two general.recommpndations that address the

princiOie:and philosophy of military-base eddcation.

There are 11-specific ZecomMendations concerned with

. the institutions that 9ffer programs on military jnstal-

lations. Six recommendations are presented for action by

the military, including the 150D and the,various branches

of service. Three recommendations address the concerns and
. JN. .
responsibilities of regional accrediting associations, and

ohe each is presented for the states and the Veteraps Adminis-

tration.

Part IV concludes by ide tifying: three major areas,

for further study: (1) the cas =study approach as a model

forevaluation of military-base educational programs;,(2) the

developmen of a data system of essentialquantitati.k factors

concerning quality, and (3) continued study to determine if

there is a need for spe6ial criteria and standards fpr
o

tary-base education.-

1k:
Part V proposes 4Thational policy statement to provide a.

conceptual base and consistency in operations in the pro::

vislon of postsecondary educational programs' for military

personnel on military installations among the varipus parties

responsible in the enaeavor.
7

, major finding of the case study
II

0 .--
.

,Was that there isilo common foundation upon which a "progeam"

N1
ae.

vi



o'f education for military per'sOnnel 'can be built. In the

.absence of-such a conceptual framework for program develop-
,

ment and-implementtion, poor practices, inferior quality,

1 ineffective evalatidn, and unnecessary competition have

emerged in the military-base edudational enterpfl_se.-

4
The-proposed policy ptesent a general concept of

A

philosophy for military-base education and then provides a

conceptualtframework by identifying and defining the roles

and responsibilities for the Mjor parties involved--the

-4 institutions, themilktarT, the'accrediting agehcie-s, the

,
.. states; and the Veterans Administration.'-The case study has

, , \ .

been successful/in identifyipg the major roles to be performed
-_ . \

by those involved., n education .offered on base. The true
4

t
, ,

measure
q
of success of the study will come when the parties

s
. / i

- . , 1.

.involvgd take positive action. the.problems-and
4

resolve the issues that have been i.plentified. The recommen-

dations presented and the proposed national.policy provide the

'framework for resolution.'

We wish to acknowledge, with appreciation the many indi-

viduals who 'have made major commitments.of time, effort., and

.resources for the SucTssful implementation of the case study.

This would incrude specifically the residents and their staff

members who participated in the study and supplied complete

information and documents on their institutions' military-

'base-programs as a data base for the case study teams, the

.1

vii



chairmen and team members, who volunteered their time and

effort-to make the on-site evaluaions, And the members of
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throughout the development and implementation of the dy.
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project by providing 'staff, secretarial services,'office space,

and logistical services from the Commission. Thanks also 'go

to Gerald Kauvar and Major Steve Sellman of the office of the

assistant secretary of defense for their service on the advisory

Committee and help in arrangements for the visiting committees.

. Representatives of the services--Bob Quick, Air Force;

Lt.,Col. John Keenan, Marines; Tilton Davis, Army; and Frances

Kelly, Navy -- helped in many ways to facilitate the work of
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Finally, we,are gratefpl to the United States Department

of Defense for providing the funds to the Council on Post-
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PART I:" INTRODUCTION

Background

Sh

In February 1977 at the Council on Postsecondary

Accreditation's (COPA) mid-year meeting in New Orleans,

' Louisiana, Colonel R9bert S. Zimmer, director of Post-
.

secondary Education for the United States Department of-

Defense (DOD) .addressed the executive officers of the,

various accrediting agencies to discuss a critical con-

cern of the DOD and the military in general over the

quality of educational programs offered on military instal-

lations,by civilian pogtsecondary institutions. Col. Zsimmer's

remarks placed responsibility,on the'alrediting community

for the quality of eduOtion o fered at military 'insta

tions. However, it was the cotsensus of the group present

that the responsibility for ,quiiity assurance is' shared by

a number of involved parties: he militaryincluding the .

V Department of Defense, the res ective branches of the services/

the local 049.se commanders, and the ,educational pervice'

officers--the postsecondary institutions, the accrediting,

agencies, and in some situations the states.

Subsequent discussions following the Zimmer presen-
,

tation at the COPA meeting led to the idea of developing
At

.4A
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a case-study approach to evaluate educational operations

and programs offered'on military installations by civilian

postsecondary institutions. The approach would be patterned

after the evalution model used by the regionalcaccrediting

commissions. DOD officials expressed interest in funding
A *

such a tudy if COPA developed an acceptable plan for imple-
1.

mentation.

Dr. Kenrieth Young, president of COPA, agreed that

the council would undertake the task of developing a case

study of military base education. Dr. Grover J. 'Andrews,!

associate executive secretary of the CommisOon on Colleges

of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, was

asked to coordinate the efforts forWPA.

An ad hoc committee was appointed i .the spring of

1977 to begin prelimingiy work on developing-ta concept.

This committee was composed of Dr. William L. Flowers, Jr.,

associate dean, Extension Division, Virginitl Polytechnic
'1

Institute and State University; D Samuel-L.-Myers,former

president of Bowie State College; Dr. Milton Grodsky, dean,

University College, University of Maryland; and Dr. Armand

Galfo, professor of higher education, College of Will
-

and Mary. This committee developed a-concept,paper by fall

of 1977 which provided the lbasis for early discussions and

reviews of thecase-study idea among institutional, accredit-

ing, and military educational offigrals.



4
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In the summer of 1977 an advisory committee for the

project was appointed. The committee included each of the

exeoutive officers of the nine regional accrediting com-

Missions of postsecondary education and a representative of

each of tite branches of military service, the.office of the

secretary of defense, and the Council on Postsecoriaau

Accreditation., Mr. Gordon W. Swept, executive secretary of

the CoMmission on Colleges of the Southern Association of

Colleges and Schools, was appointed chairman of the advisory'

tommittee. A list of advisory committee members is included

c\N .in Appendix A.

Meetings-of the advisory. committee were held in con-

junction with regularly sTheduled

August 1477, January 1978, August

COPA conferences in

1978, "and January 1979.

At these meetings of the advisory committee the operational

plans for the case stt 1y were refined and approved. The final

meeting of the advisory committee! 14.4s held on September 7, 1979.

Staff work for the project-Was provided by Dr. G: Jack

Allen'and Dr.-Andrews of the Southern Association. AdminisL

a.

trative sup/50ft services were pkovided to COPA for the projec,

by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of

Colleges 'and Schools.

A detailed prospectus entitled "A Case Study of Off-
,

Campus PostseCondary Education or-Military Bases" was prepared

by the; project staff and served 4s the basis for funding of



the project by the office of the secretary of ddiense in
4

Febru,ary 1979. A copy of the prospectus is included in

I Appendix B. Operational guidelines for'imPlementation of
A

' the case study were prepared by the staff and include the

following:

Report of Military Bases Selected for Inclusion'
in the Case-Study of Off-Campus Postsecondary
Education on Military Bases;

Instructions for the Institutional Report for
the.dase Study of Off-Campus Postsecondary
Education on Military.Bases;,)-

Guidelines for Military Base Case Study Visiting
. Committees; and

Y, .
Instructions for the Committee Report.

Copies of these operational guidelines and the various letters

of invitation (to milit-ary base commanders, institutional

heads, and visiting committee memberts) are included in

Appendix C.
-

The nature of the study as it emerged in its final form

can best be described as ':holistic."\--That is, the case study

was designed to"assess college-level education provided by

civilian institutions on military installations by an indepth

review of all stibh educational programs offered on .a military

installation. Case-study sites were selected which involved

25 installations:41 Air Force, 9 Army, 3 Marine, and 7 Navy.

Institutions offering degree program at all levels (associate,

baccalaureate, master's, and doctorate were included, as ell

as certain certificate and non-degree programs. The sites
1
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A
visited and the institutions involved re listed in

Appendix D.

Eaci regional association had primary responsibility

for on-site visits to the military installations located

within its geographical territory. Members of the on-site r

visiting committees were experienced, volunteer evaluators

used by the regional accrediting commissions. Fifty-foui-

different evaluators, some of whom served on more than ones'

team, were called upon to foim the case study tt.f.ms: A list

of evaluators is included in Appendix E.

r

Evaluator9 from each regional served on committees As

follows:

Association No. of teams
No. of
Evaluators

e.,ocations,
visited within
each region

Southern Association 9 22 5

Western Association 7 12 1

--14 orth Central Association 5 6 _ 1

Northwest Association 3 5 1

Middle States Association 3 6 1

New England Association 2 3 0

The teams were more national in scope than may normally
0

be ,f9und in a,regionalgccreditation on-site review. Each
ts

team had at least two regional accikditing commissions ,repre

suited in its' members 1 p. Three teams had four ragrolfals
410,0
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represented, and three teams had three;, of the regidnals

contributing to the cOmpottion of the team. Complete

details On the operatiOna,1 procedures used in the case
4-

study are presented in Part II.

PNurpose

The specific purposes of the case study were develOped

4

6

INN

from three basic assumptions:

1. Military personnel should be provided off-duty

ao0
educat4onaL opportunities during their tour of
duty for: improving their value to the military
service; preparing for'a.future career upon
return to civilian/life; and upgrading theffr own
educational background.

2. On --base non-military education 'programs beyond
the high schOO1 lever can best 'be offered by
accredited postsecondary educational institutions.10,

3. The responsibility for the qu lity of postsecondary °

educational programs offered y institutions on
military bases is a respopsibikity which is shared
by the institution, the military, and the appro-
priate regional accrediting commission.

The general purose of the case study was -4 make a

comprehensive assessment of the postsecondary, degree-granting

educational programs offer:e colleges and universities on

military installations for service persolifel,in all, branches.

The study was to include,anAanllysis. and evaluatioNpf the

various and complex roles, formal and informal,

principal partners affecting the qbality of the piogram8

offered and the educational experienceof the military service

of the

I

student.
1

17
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41,

7
10

.le
r The recommendations made as a result-of the case study

are degigned to improve and strengthen the educational/

. , .

erience for military personne1;0 achieve a greater level.
. .

.
, - :

of commitment and consistency of qu iti1in theedudationaa

programs within and among'the various branches-of the miliary;

tot.efine clearly the roles and responsibilities of-the

principal partners in the-edudational -enterprise for the
,

tilitary; and to provide the framework for a reasonable;-work-
. k

able and .reliable system for quality assurance of educational

programs And courses offered on military installations by

colleges and univerbities.

Rationale for the Case Study

Ther4.were many compelling 'reasons for an assessmeni. of

postsecondary education on military installations to be made

a4 this parti ular time in.history, any one of which prOvided .

adequate 3 tification and reasonable rationale for the case

study. .Lhe reasons were the f011owing:

"the growth and size of the civilian-sponsored
postsecondary education enterprise for military
personnel since World War

The variety of edu tional programs and levels
6f degrees pffered--associate, baccalaureate,
master's, and doctorates--on military instal-,e'
lotions.

The adaptation 9f nontraditio =1 modes and
methods of instruction and credi valuations
by institutions operating on milita y inst41-
lations.i



( A growir4national,conern 'as to the quality
of the ;education being received by military
personnel in programs offefed en military
installations.

\./

8

A'legitimate questioning by'the U S., Depart-
luent of Defense, Congress, an of er government
officials whether the value:received it .a reason-,
able return on dollar exptended,for,equcational
' purposes *for milithry.personnel,

' The use of "educational oppd'rtunity" by thy
- military serv4ces as h motivating factor for

enlistments i the 'voluntary services.

e . Anunclear definition of appropriate roles and'
relationshi4ps for the ma)or(partners (e.g.,
milItdry, institutions, accred&ting'Rgencie44.
states) in providihg education of uality to
personKeIk in-military service.'r",/
-The variation in purposes and goals thin and
among,the.brpnches of the miliyary se vice and
the DOD.

The need to verify or refute charges that on-
base postsecondary education for military personnel
is shoddy and lacking in academic g9ality b a
comprehensiive, indepth assessment Mr a nationally
representatiVe group of peers from the post-
secondary edtication community.

The rationale for the case./study includes each ,of

emeAtilig the project, each of thesesthese issues, and*in

issues has been addressed if not wholly, at least in part.

The increasing desire of the U.S. military service'

to provide eaucational opportunities for their personnel has

been met- in recent years by a corresponding willingness on

the part of many civilian postsecondary educptional insti-

tutiions to extend their programs to military installations

locally, nationally, and internationally.. Aecognizing the



'

f

need for th6se ograms, regional accrediting commissions

)

hive encouraged Member institutions to cooperate with military

9

.4,

.

services in providing !appropriate undergraduate and graduate
--,...; A .

: .

programs.. .

(
.

.

Educational reeds and purposes May vary considera Y
,s.

',
., ,,

from be to base. trograms and courses should provide

educational experiences high:- (1) contribute to. increased

effectiveness in a presen or.future military occupation,,
.

.

V
. . .

(2) provide
.

skills for a/ second career, or (3) are gm*
/ ,..

) personal enficftment. n the press of ,meeting'these'varyirig
,1WT;

.
neea -s, institutions have usuilly modified the traditional

s

°
.

,

concepts,of campus residence, the physiclal setting, and the ..
. d .

methods of'credit accumulation in order to develop programs,

that serve off-duty service personnel.Hpwever, differences

in administrative practices should not reduce p.he,-Iguality of
4

the educational experience.

The,availability of educational opportunities has become

a major recruitment tool of the military services. If man-

power needs for volunteer service personnel are met, as many

as one-fifth of this country's high school graduates may

initiate their postsecondary education while in the military.
4-

Some military bases have become major educational centers

in terms of the rang41 of programs, numbers of students, and

the variety and number of postsecondary instits tions In-

volved. As many as 14 institutions hre provid programs

or courses on a single base.
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The majo* responsibility-for programs-on militaryt., 11v

baes. is shared by the apptopriate military authority and

the .institutions-involved. There musbe a mutual under-
, o

0 ,

standing.as to the objectives and needs not only of the
1

..

r
military,.but_also of the studdnts dnd of the intit44ions .

,.. L/ ."
.

providing educational expeLences. All parties must be

-4-1i-;voncerned with program quality. ddition, there-mut

be cooperation with appropriate accrediting'commissions,

r state agencies, and the Vete4ans AdministiailOn, which

estimates 'that about 250,,000 military persollOW currently

on active duty will use their VA benefits before dtscharge4

Over the years it has been generally assumed that

regionally ac4redited institutions were offering quality

4

programs on military'bases; Recently, however, some edu-
1 to

cators, incl1uding tho e from the regional, accrediting

commissions, have exp essed.'concern about the quility and
4

effectiveness f on-base programs. This 6oncern has grown

with the expansion of some 'programs to locations thousands
A

of miles from the parent institution and the problems in-

volved in evaluating (such programs.

R gional accreditation applies to the institution s a

whOle a means that the institution is in compliance with(

the.establ -h -d criteria or standards of the accrediting

commission. In theirecent past, accreditation did not

necessarily-imply that an institution had the resources'

necessary or the capability to deliver its educational

/'
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programs on off-campus sites. Verification of the insti-

tutidn's ability to offe'r quality programs in off-campus

setAings- could not bevade unless tfte.prdgramS and locations

in piestion had been evaluated by on-si.te visiting committees
-

from the accrediting boojy. Military officials have had a

difficult' task determining the holistic value of the oota,

1 t. . .
baiSe educational dograms because of the present individual

evaluation of institutions on a base by accrediting agencies
.'

S
.

and the lapse of time before all institutions and programs
.

havebeenvevaluated. Pur&ermore, ppgram approval state

ao-agencieSjias been uneven due /to a lack 'of probedures and

becausdPthe programs are provided on federal installations,
4

which are usually not under state jurisdiction.

Contributing to the problftl is the'decentralized nature

of military education. In some
1
services, program development

is left primJ rily to base authorities. Base commanders
(

education officers, other military. officials-, and .6on erned

individuals in the office of the secretary 'of c fc,f se find

it difficult to compare the quality of proli-ams, except in

numbers of'students and courses, with these of other bases

having_similar charact*lstics. Little has been donelby the

military to determinb systematically the appropriate edu-

cational programs for a particular base or*branch of service.

These factors have made appropriate an indepth study

of'the quality of postsecondary education on military bases,

22
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.specially those which offer a variety of degree.prsograms

involving a significant numfiEr of institutions. The case

study is an attempt-to' provide an account of the current

-
situation at one .point in time. The recommendations in

Part V,are designed to assist the military:*the institutions,

.aAd he accrediting agencies to reexamine present les and

9,2pr dures -and to plan for improvqments in policy 'and program

I
implementation.

t48
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PART II: THE CASE-STUDY APPROACH

Design of the Study

This study ofPpostsecondary education offer'ed on /
it

military.installations,was conducted under the aegis of

the Council'on Pgstsecondary Accreditation by./the,nine

regional postsecondary accrediting commissions for the

U.S. Department of Defense. The study used the case-study

method with on-site committees of peer evaluatorrvAiting
4

selected sites representative of all branches of the armed

services. ,

BuZding upon the three basic..assumptions. fOr the

study as stated in Part I, the following specific objectives

for the case study were developed:

1. To make an ssessment of postsecondary, degree-
,'

graAting prorams offered by regionally
accredited institutions on military bases.

2. To evaluate, the effectiveness of.civilianr post-
secondary .educational institutions in the
delivery df degree programs for personnbi on
selected military bapes.

4

3. To identify the current roles of: (1) post-
secondary institutions, (2) military organi-..
'zPationsland personnel, (3) the states, (4)

regional accrediting commissions, and (5) other
org,inizations or agencies involved in the pro-
vibion of on-base, postsecondary educational
programs by civilian indtitutions.

_

24
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4. To identify and make recommendations concern-
*. ing the functions essential for an on-going

system of quality control in on-base, post--
secondary educational programs provided by
civilian institutions.

5. To make recommendations concerning the proper
roles to be performed byeach of the partici-
pating oi-ganizatiOns identified in 3. above.

G. To provide a reservoir of data about post-
secondary educational programs provided for
military bases by civilian institutions for
use by the military (base commanders, edu-
cation services officers, and Department of
Defense personnel), institutional persbnnel,
and accrediting commissions in the development 9f

*4 of appropriate -policies and procedures for
such programs.

The case-study method was selected to meet:the objectives

of the study. The design of the case study included on-site,

,-- peer evaluation as developed by the regional accrediting

commissions for postsecondarytinstitutions.

of the-procedures and criteria used in the

similar to those used in the evaluation of

Though some

case study were

academic insti-

tutions, it was clearly emphasized that the study did not

directly involve the accreditation status of.any of the

participating colleges or universities.

Information for the case study was gathered from insti-

tutions participating .in the educational programs on selected

military installations, from the DOD educational represen

tatives for the various branches df service, and from e

on-site committees of institutional peer evaluators.

A

. 25
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The rep9rt fro* the institition provided basic in-

'formation on its total off-camp involvement in military.

education and specific_data oh the programs offered at

military installations to be visited/1n the study. The

report included pertinent da a on the following topics:

1 Administration and finance
2. Curriculum
3. Advanced placementrpolicy and proc.edures

1100.!
Faculty and staff \
Evaluation systems

6_ On-bate qualit§ assurance prowedures of the,'
parent campus

7. Equipment and faCiAities on base.

usedcopy of the'form used to gather institutional data

A

is included in Appendix C, Part 2.

Information provided by the educational representatives

of the various branches of the military included facts and

procedural data on the following:

1. Procurement of on -base degree programs
2. Program requirements
3. Space allocations
4. Budget. allocations
5. Student services
6. Evaluation

These reports were prepared by the base education services

'AP

officers for the DOD educational representatives and, in most

cases, were made available to the visiting committee at the

time of the on-site evaluation. The report prepared by

peach base'and each institution combined to provide essential
-AA

informa-tion on the total educatilonal program of a military

installation for the cape-study visit. A copy of the complete
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outline of information provided by the ifilitary is included

in Appendix C, Part 4.

The third type of report, which completed the basic°

,information,gathered in the case study, was the written
4

evaluation of the on-site visiting committee. These reports

provided factual information on the effectivenes6 of the

educational program at the military installations visited and

included a professional opinion as to the appropriate roles

that should be performed by the various parties (i.e.,

institution, military, accrediting agencies, states, Veterans
A

v.

Adminibtrati6n) in the selection, development, and delivery

of quality education for military persopnel.

These three sets of reports, as well as written respon

from the participating institutions, provided the basis for

I

sig in (g the summary report on military base education. The

summary' report includes the major findir from each of the

11 case studies, the general conclusions and recommendations,

and proposed p licies-for'educatIon offered on military
)

installation's for service personnel by colleges and universities.

Composition of the Teams

The on-site visiting committees tA'the military instal-
00

lations were composed of evaluators used by the various

regional accrediting commissions for postsecondary education.

Each of the regionals provided a list of trained. and experienced

evaluators' considered to be appropriate for the case study.

O ,
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Among those recommended were many individuals experienced

in chairing visiting committees as well as those experrenced

in evaluating the variou acaddmic disciplines and career

fields and admini trative processes.,

In most cases the regional a'Cbrediting association

responsible for the geographical area in which the military

installation was located assumed a primary role by providing

the chairman for the visiting team.. Each team was composed

of representatives of two or more of the regional accredit

ing commissions taking part.

Each committee included a chairman, a financial officer,
rib

and a number of program specialists. In a few cases a

librarian was included to evaluate the learning resources

of the base. Because other organizations and agencies have

significant responsibilities Tor khe educational programs

on military installations, a4lumber of observers.were invited

to accompany each team. At the onset of the case study it

was agreed that the observers should play an important role

during the study as resource persons; however, the number

of observers should be limited to no more than four on any
4

one visit. Represented as observers on at least one.. case

study visit were the office of the secretary of defense the

various military services (Army, Air Force,-Marines, and Navy),

the Veteciens Administration, Servicemen's Opportunity Cojleges,

the Education Commission of the States, the U.S Office of

28 4, C

A
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Education, and a state licensing officer. A list of the
A

observers may be found in'Appendix F.

The visiting teams were charged to provide a professional

opinion, based on their analysis of the reports and the find-,

ings of the on-site visit, about the appropriate roles in

the develOpment and delivery of on-base, postsecondary

education for institutions, military officials, accrediting I.

agencies, and the states. A copy of the Guidelines for

Military Base Case Study Visiting Committees" may be found

in Appendix C, Part 3. 4

Fifty-four evaluators, including representatives of all

six of the regional accrediting associations and 25 observers,

representing l0 different agencies participated in the on-site

visits. In addition, five accrediting commission staff mem-

bers accompanied visiting committees,

Nature of the Reports

Visiting committees were asked to uSe the "Guidelines

for Military Base Case Study Visiting Committees" and the,

"Instructions for the Committee giport" (Appendix C, Part 3)

in %reparing their. reports, They were instructed to describe
A

and make an assessment of the overall postsecondary education

program ,on the base and how it was incorporated i to the

elthpurposed and goals of the service branch. The c ittees

were Also asked to describe and make a professional 'assess-

mentment of each institution's programseoffered on the base in

.1""r"v-IcrAir,."74:. 4.10",1;vir...N
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terms of currently accepted and recognized good practice.

This assessment was to be accomplished without applying

the particular standakds of any regional .or specialized

accrediting agency. Specifically, this visit was not to

-be an evaluation for accreditation.

In addition, the committees were,asked to describe-the
(

actual roles played by the institutions, the various military

components, the regional accrediting commissions, the state

agencies, and any other organization that might effect the

educational pkocess. Finally, they were to make recom-

mend.ations as to the appropriate roles for these organi-

zations and institutions.

Report on institutional programs prepared by the insti-'

tutidns themselves were to be furnished in advance of each

visit to those committee members whose academic expertise

w4s appropriate to these programs. The chairman of the com-

mittee was to confirm the institutional assignments of the

committee members and make additional assignments at the on-

site organizational meeting. General instructions to the

committees requested as much description and narrative as

time permitted to cover thos.p areas of concern found in the

"Guidelines." Observations of factual matters, based on

institutional reports, military reports, class observations,

and interviews could stand alone. Committees were then asked

to evaluate and assess their findings, draw conclusions,

30
.
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and make recommendations; These assessments and recom-

mendations were to represent the consensus of the entire

committee.

20

Committee members were to submit to the chairman Grafts

of their parts.of the report at the end of the visit. After

editing by the chairman.atd circulation among the committee

members, each report was to be sent to the project staff

and then forwarded, to the approprie base commander and

institutions for correction of factual errors. These cor-

rections, as judged appropriate by the committee chairman,

were td.be inc rporated into the final draft''of each report.

The reports received by the project staff were lengthy,

with the format varying slightly according to the style of

the committees. Each report contained*many suggestions and

recommendations based on the findings. Though differences

did occur, general.conclusions and recommendations were, for

ti < orthe most part, similar among committees that visited bases

operatetbythe same service branch..

Strengths ofithe Approach

L: One of the strengths of the case-study approach
fi4

44. was the enthusiastic involvement of a ,large number of edu-

cators. Although there was no compensation provided except

for actual expenseS, almost without exception those contacted

were eager to participate. Some individuals made extea-

ordinary efforts to fit the visits into their schedules and,



ifs was not possible, asked to

serice. Members of the committee
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be considered for, future

that evaluated programs

in Alaska and the Pacilic were required to take 12days

out of their schedules, a considerable sacrifice Of time

and energy.

The idea of having one small group of evaluators visit

the sites was rejected. While this approach might h4ve

produced greater consistency in the reports and in the find-
,

ings and recommendations, it would also have made personal

biases consistent. A degree of consistency in procedure

and format was maintained.by having some committee members

and chairmen serve on more than one committee And by project

staff involvement% The overlapping of members and chairmen

was achieved on seven)of the committees.

2. The experience and qualifications of committee

members was an obvious strength. All of the members were

experienced college teaching and/or administration, and all

had sery accrediting. teams. A minority of the evaluators

had previously been on visiting committees to military bases.

Some might-consider it a weakness of the study that many of

the committee members had not been involved in the assessment

or administration of military education programs. Others

might seeJthis as a strength. All committees, however, in-

cluded at least one and 'sometimes as many as three members----'

with experience in the assessment of programs on military

32
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ses, usually including the dhairman. Observers from the

military services were avai101e as resource pprsOns to the

committees as were the project staff.

3. A further stAvngth of the study was the willing

cooperation 'and assistance of the following people: (1),the

service branch represdntatives in the DOD; (2) the command-
,

ing officerq, educatitn services officers (ES0s), education

officers, education specialists., and support personnel at .

,/

the bases visited; anc0(3) the institutional personnel,

incluafng presidents, deans, directors, coordinators, and

other representativeslinvolvecY in postsecondary education on

military installations,. With few exceptions, comnImittees were

provided tile needed'information and had access to records,,to

students, and to key military and institutidnal personnel at

the installations, Concerted efforts.were made to provide

the support necessary for the committees to carry out their.

evaluations in an of and efficient manner.,

The nature of the evaluations was somewhat different

from what most committee members had experienced in a typical

rcrediting visit. Instead of examining one institution and

its various programs and components, the committees were

challenged to evaluatt the organization and educational efforts

of a number of institutions operating on a site remote from

the home campuses. In addition, the committees had to examine
4

and ''assess haw these edUcati9n41 operations meshed with the

-'7"-..4MS*441;0;041
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military operations on use. For this reason, ,each

tution was asked to have present at the site at 'least one

representative f the home campus who was knowledgeable

about and responsible forthe direct operation of that

institution's military programs. This resource helped

make the task of the committees easier and contributed

to more accurat reports. Ideally, the base visits should

have been supplem ited with visits to-the home campuses;

however, that was dorie only in several. instances when the

home campus was not far from the lase.

The usual procedure far dividing the committee workload

was accomplished by assigning one or more committee %ember

to describe and evaluate a particular institutionis'pro-

gram4s). If the program iryas.narrowly focused, for example,

on an MBA, perhaps one person--with the appropriate academic

specialty--was given the assignment. Several persons were

sometimes assigned to institutions with more than one program

or a broad un r4raduate curriculum. Personal bias as a

#
factor (i.e., a sole evaluator of a program might be partic-

,

ularly hargh on that institution, and a single evaluator
.111

fora program might be reticent to be overly critical) was
,

reduced significantly by the group nature of the effort. The

findings and recommendations regarding, each institution were

discussed by the committee meeting as a whole and approved

by the group.

34
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4. Another strength of the study, was reported by com-

mittee members. Since the eva1uatns were not for the purpose

accreditation, there was OTten an atmosphere of openness

on the part of the instituti.onal personnel toward committee

members, -especially after the first day of they visit.

1

Weaknesses Of the Approach

1. Some problems resulted from the restricted time
0' 0

frame of the study. 'or some of the early visits there was

only a short time available prepare tHe institutional

questionnaire. In seve cases these completed questionnaires,

did not reach the committee members prior to the visit. Com-

mittee members, however, did obtain necessary information on

their arrival.

,2. The case-study process has not been used before as

an evaluative format'for postsecondary education on military'

bases. Improvements in the process would certainly be made

in subsequent uses. Division of responsibility fot on-base

education Ys considerable. The armed servi6est VA,.states

and individual institutions are all involved and in many

instances the interactions are not well defined.

Achievement of Project Goals

The findings and recommendations contained in this

report and in the individual case reports indicate thst the

goals and objectives of the project 'cave 116en effectively

achieved in large part.

I

rri
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.tt

The first two objectives--to make an assessment, of

postsecondary degree programs offered by regionally- accredited

institutions on military basend to evaluate the effective-
1:1

negs of these programs--were accomplished with regard to

particular programs Rnd also the totality of programs.

Objectives three and five were to identify the current roles

and make recommendations concerning the proper roles of:

(1) postsecondary institutions, (2) military organizations

and personnel, (3) the states, (4) regiOnal accrediting

commissions, and (5) other organizations or agencies involved

in the provision of on-base postsecondary educational pro- ,

grams provided by civilian institutions. These objectives

andwere accomplished, although with respect to the states and .1t,

other organizations and agencies the committees usually had

insufficient information to comment in any great detail.

An important aspect of the study, objective four, was

to identify and make recommendations concerning the functions

essential for a continuing system of quality control in the

on-base postsecondary educational progress provided by

civilian institutions. Each committee--while taking into

consideration the flexibility required on base--identlfied

and recommended those elements of -quality control that are

essential in providing adequate collegiate education.

The last objective was to provide a reservoir of data

about postsecondry educatiOn;rprograms offered on military
1

36
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bases. T objective was accomplished to some extent.

The .reports'from the institutions, bases, and the visiting

committees provide considerable aatauseful to all parties

Future collection of such data from institutions and the

military would require development of a standardized

system.

r

A

I
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,PART III: FINDINGS OF. THE STUDY

The following summary of findings is drawn from the

reports submitted by.the visiting commitAes and is limited

to information contained therein. The summary is not

intended to single out abases that were experiencing problems

in providing postsecondary educational serviceor those

which were exemplary., Similarly, thei.e is"no intent to

identify in this report the excellent programs conducted by

some-institutions or those considered deficient in one or

more aspect. Detailed evaluations and recommendations are

contained in the individual base reports provided to the

office of the secretary of defense.

Postsecondary Institutions

In reporting their,flnaings concerning postsecondary

institutions, visiting committees examined institutional

policies and practices in the following area with 'reference

to on-base programs:

1. Institutional*Putpose and Goals
`2. Orga'nization and Administration
3. Admissions
4. ,Curriculum
5. Instruction and Quality Assurance,
6. Learning Resources and Pfiysical Facilities
7. Student Sex-Vices .

8. Financial Resources
A

I.

38
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As has been stated, committees were asked,to determine

whether or not institutional policies and practices were,in

accord with recognized good practice and whether'or\not they

were similar to policies and practices on the home campus.
4.

In the summaries of institutional findings that follow,

the general conclusions in each section usually precede a

list of examples of practices--some encountered very in re-

quently--which were viewed with concern by the visiting corn

Mitt ee. This listing was not included merely to be critical

but'to be instructive. Examples are drawn from'all of the base

reports and do not-portray the state of ---pro-qrams-on any- one

base. Furthermore, the committee reports are not quantitative

in nature. That is, they do not say how many' institutions

engaged in,this of that practice. Each committee commented

:upon those aspects of institUtional programs that it deemed

important, and there was some variation frem committee to

committee.

In the summary report neither institutions nor individ-

uals are mentioned by name.

1. Institutional Purposes and Goals- e committees

generally found that the statements purpose and goals of

institutions serving military insta lations t4ovided for this

particular outreach and were conlistent.with the aims oftthe

voluntary education program of the military. There was

usually an attempt to mesh the goals of the military and

those of ihe institutions.

39
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In most instances programs were considered 'appropriate

for military personnel, although military needs and objectives

11
at e base level were not always precisely stated. The

jectives of some of the prograiis were cited as especially

appropriate. For example, one graduate program offered on

more than 60 installations was found to be closely related

to the needs of its target clientele.

There are, nonetheless, areas of potential and actual

problems between the military and civilian institutions in

regard to purpose and goals. On some basis there are edu-

cational needs that can be satisfied with' short -term programs

of higher education. Operation of such programs, howeveri,js

generally. inconsistent with the.tralttional educational pur-

pose and mission of colleges and universities which seek to

/ build long-range, stable programs.

In credit and degree programs on their home campuses,

postsebondary institutions attempt to pr e students with a

camprehqngiye learning experience. Th notion of a "credit"

course itself implies .a goal, a "program," toward which this

credit is being applied. On military installations it is

sometimes difficult to discern a pattern,pf comprehensive learn-

ing experiences. Many eAcellent courses are offered which do

not comprise a sequenced program leading directly to a degree.

For. example, approximately 90 percept of the students in the

undergraduate courses of an institution serving a large neber

of personnel were not degree candidates. The question to be

40 .
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asked is not, Are these courses worthwhile? In most cases

th6y are. The-question is, In offering a pqtpourri of

courses that on a-college campus, would normally be sequenced

parts of a comprehensive learning experience called a

"program," do the goals of the rhstitutions and the military

coincide? If }it is desired by the 4rmed services) and the

institutions that military personnel -should have the oppor-

tunity to sample 'a wide variety df courses for individual

satisfaction without being enrolled in a program with definite

objectives, then offerings of this kind may be appropriate.

The importance of academic counseling in explaining to students

the credit applicability of such courses to a Comprehensive

degree program was noted by the committees for the insti-

tutions and the military alike.

2. Organization and Administration--The committees

considered good administrative pract,ice for on-base oporations

to include the following elements: (1) The final approval

for the hiring 'of individual faculty should be the responsi-

bility of the appropriate department heads or deans on the

home campus. (2) Final decisions on curriculum should be

made by the appropriate coMmittees and academic personnel-

on the home campus. (3) Administrative persOnnel should

poSsess appropriate, qualifications. (4) There s ould be input

.4-by, faculty into the ,process of curric wkdevelop-

Ment. (5) - There should be clear lines of authority In the
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administrhtiOn of on-base programs and effective continuity

and cpmmunication requiring ftequent visits by campus

academic administrators.

Most postsecondary programs offered on military instal-

lations appear to be adequately administered f3;lom the home . .

campuses in regard o the first three eleinents. For example,

one institution-required approval of 1111 of its overseas

core and adjunct faculty and the courses.they coqld teac by

the academic departmemkts at its home campus: Course offer-

ings,except for a few special-topic courses, were reviewed

and approved by the academic departments on the home campus and

also by an academic council of the institution. Administrators

for this institution were appropriately qualified and highly

competent.

Academic faculty and deans at other institutions, however,

wer metimes not in the approval chain, and in a few cases,

base program directors lacking appropriate credentials were

called upon to screen prospective faculty.

In regard to (4) and (5) deficiencies were noted..
/

Except in the case of institutions that used instructors from

the home caxtpus, on-base faculty had little or no voice in

curriculum development. The administration of,most programs

was characterized by cleat lines of authority, adequate con-

tinuity of personnel, and adequate administrative communication.

However, the committees found that for many programs the fre-

queicy of visits to bases by campus administrators was
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insufficient for them to be fuly informed of the strengths

and weaknesses of prOgrams and instructors and of the needs

of military students.

ThereIvere a number of guestionlble practices noted

by the. committee. Illustrative of these are (the following:

Several institutions allowed local base program directors
AO.

to teach courses- -one allowed twdr courses per term--a possible

conflict of interest considering the fact that these persons

also counsel students in respect to their course selection.

One local program director was also employ6d by another insti-

tution serving the base. On_one base the administration of

'166.1tIT institution's program had devolved upon the base ESO and

his staff, an abdication o institutional responsibility.

The office of educations services recruited and enrolled

students and performed related logistical funbtions. A half-

time liaison officer for the institution was recruited by

the ESO, who also directed his activities.

3. Admissions--The admissions policies and practices

of institutions serving military installations with associate

and baccalaureate degree programs were generally found to be

adequate and also consistent with policies and practices

followed on home campuses. AdmisOons policies and practices

at the graduate level, however, were often not sufficiently

rigorous.

The committees found that, for the most part, admissions

to associate and baccalaureate programs were open, usually

.
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requiring a high school diploma or the GED_ This policy

was generally consistent with that used on the home campus.

With respe t to institutional undergraduate admissions

policies and practices, committees found much to compliment,
'NN.

and there were very few negative comments.- One institution

serving numerous bases did not, in practice, require high

school transcripts or proof of success on the GED. The

prospective student merely signed a statement affirming. GED

or diploma completion.- Several institutions transferred

courses in which a grade of "D" hAd been-earned.

Institutions offering the better graduate programs pro-

vided for adequate screening of students thr h selective

/2".GPA and test score requirements. One of/ese institutions

normally required a GPA of 2.5 or higher on a 4-point scale

for the final 60 units,of undergraduate work and a combined

score of at least 1000 on the Graduate Record Examination.

The committees expressed concern, however, over the signifi-

cant number of institutions operating with essentially open

admissions at the graduate level. Weaknesses identified here

included: (1) the requirement of only an undergraduate degree_
,4

with no GPA. or test score minimums for admission, (2) the

requirement of a low GPA as the sole criterion, a deficiency

made more ious in a time of grade inflation, and (3) the

arlack of ppropriate course prerequisites for entrance into

graduate programs. In addition, several institutions used

.
.
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off-campus admissions criteria different from those used

on the home campus.

4. Curriculum--The committees found that the curricula
44

of programs offered were appropriate for the majority of

institutions but that there were many significant deviations

from what 1s considered sound practice, egpeciTy in the

area of credit granted prior learning.

In general, the curricula of undergraduate programs were

found to be-appropriate for the credentials granted in respect

to course requireAents and-described content, Nevertheless,

several baccalaureate programs were deemed to be inadequate

because they did not incorporate a recognized core.and identi-

: fiable concentration as a major. In essence they were con-

sidered' substandard extensions of associate programs which

could present a false impression tb educators and prospective

employers and cause difficulties-for students trying to go on

to graduate programs. One committee questioned as inappropriate

the awarding of a BA in Liberal Arts with a concentration in

real estate. Students in programs offered by one*community

college c plaified that there was no hands-on work in some

laboratory courses. Becaude of th*psence or inadequacy of

laboratory facilities, many courses, such as the natural
It

sciences, that are normally an essential part of college

offerings, even for liberal art students, could not-be.offered.

45
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There were significant problems the curricula

of many graduate programs. A generAl concern was the

frequent lack of prerequi es for graduate programs,

especially in busiless. This Situation forces instructors

to deal with students of such varying backgrounds hat

much time must be spent on wilt is essentially un er-

_graduate instruction. The problem is compounded by

fact that many Of the graduate programs Are n4 course-
,

sequenced; that is, stulents can begin at any point. This

produces unavoidable repetition if students with no pre-

requisites are to b)given adequate background and

inevitably reduces the level of educational outcomes for

a particular program.

The committees also noted that many graduate courses

were not really graduate in content, but were fifth year
sAf

baccalaureates, and that several 4rograms were misleading

in title and degree designation. Some course descriptions

were identical in the undergraduate and graduate categork(es.

- 10
A program designed to prepAre students,for "administrative

leadership" incorporated only nine of 36 units related to

administration. Another graduate program had no common core

of stud( and the curriculum did not appear to be designed to

provide the knowledge and skills implied by its title. The

.committees noted, too thatNseveral programs were offered on

base that we e not avaaable on the home campus.
..,- 48 N
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The committees noted many instances of what they

CJ
considered the potential for xcessive granting of credit

36

for military training, militar service, CLEP, corres-

pondence courses, and experi tialllearning. The folloWing

arr examples of practices estibned by the committees:

At one institution it was possible to accumulate all

credits for a prim y concentration (major) through CLEP,

transf and c rrespondence without taking course in the

concentra ion from that institution.

Several institutions granted credits for experiential

learning for students in off-campus programs, but did not

for students at the home campus.

Students at several institutions could obtain a DA

"Lith no more than 30 semester hours in residence in the

institution's on-base'program. Several institutions offer-

ing*associate programs had minimal requirements for hours

taken with the college. One required only 10 quarter hours

for students in the on-base program, while 24 were required

on campus.

The,requirements for an associate degree at one

institution could be completed by taking only five of 90

quarter hours from that institution.' Severity hours could

be completed through CLEP, assessment of military training,

career experience, etc.' Only 20 hours in traditional course-
)

work were required, including the five hoUrs in residence.

ett*,e:7.-*It
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In one instance, examinations of-a studene-file showed

that credit given for CTIEP subjects overt pped with credit

given for coursework. This same file no ed that a math CLEP

score was consided too law, so the st dent wab advised to

submit the score to the New York Board f Regents for vali-

dation. If validated, the score would then be accepted as

transfer credit.

In one' master's program more than ne-half of the total

hours could be fulfilled by transfer cr dits.

Committees suspected that there -wa competition by

institutions in granting CLEP and other credit in. 'order to

build enrollments. Several committees expressed concern that

an extremely liberal policy on the gra ting of credit for

CLEP-and other tests, training, milit

,experiential learning could change t

tution from that of a school--cammu

ry service, and

e character of

icating a coher

insti-

body

of knowledge to and developing ytical skills of stu-

dents--to an inappropriate role a credentialling office

that evaluates--or has some other agency evaluate--the fkaq-
/

mented'educational experiences/imparted by others.

The committees were als?/concerned that, in some on-
,

base situations, considerable numbers of students were taking
,

/ ,

courses that had no discprnible pattern or overall coherence,

a development mentioned under Institutional Purposes and Goals.
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5. 'Instruction and Quality Assurance- -The quality of

most undergraduate programs was adequate and, on occasion,

excellent. BOth faculty credentials and the -vel and rigor

of instruction w rp gene/tally accdptable. Regardjg graduate-

level program on the other hand, committees expressed

reservations concerning both the credentials of the faculty

insome programs and the level and rigor of instruction.

The widely dispersed nature o the educational effort on

military bases has made insti utiorial monitoring of program

quality difficult and has reduced the academic atmosphere

to a minimum. Not all institutions have made sufficierit

efforts to develop innovative syktems of quality assurance

to overcome these difficulties. r
SX

V The matter of faculty qualifications was examined

closely by the committees. For the most part, faculty

members were hired with the approval of department heads

or academic deans at the home campus, a practice strongly

supported by these visiting committees. There were, however,

some glaring examples of bad practice in the hiring offaculty.

One community college allowed instructors to teach one term

before presenting proof of their qualifications and a second

"term while paperwork was being,evaluatd. (Some of, these

instructors were not qualified. )

Qualifications of instructors Iari according to the

programs f the institution, the base, and sometimes within

49.
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the same program offered on several bases. Generally,

undergraduate faculty members Were deemed qualified, but

some programs were singed out for improvement. For example,

in the undergraduate business faculty at an ,institution

offering a baccalaureate in%economics, only two of 14 in-

structors haddoctbrates, It was found, particularly in

graduate programs, that considerably,fewer of the adjunct
4

faculty had terminal degrees than did the full-tim4 faculty.

At one base, none of the faculty teaching for an institution .

in a graduate management program had a terminal degree in

business or management. A situation that surfaced occasionally

was one in which well-qualified people were teaching outside

their fields of expertise. An extreme example was the case

17

of four undergraduate instructors in one pro am, each of

Idiom had taught seven different courses in 19 -78. 'In a

very few cases, off-campus instructors were perhaps more

qualified than those on campus.

As might-Lbe expected, the pattern of faculty employment

and development varied considerably. No one pattern was

endorsed by the committees, but quality control was deemele

essential in any pattern. Institutions offering programs at

the associate and baccalaureate level tended to rely primarily

on adjunct faculty; some institutions used /them almost ex-
,

elusively. One insitution'offering programs abroad used

annually appointed core faculty along with ternrappointed
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faculty. LAnoyher institution brought in fu4-time -faculty.

fOr an intensive weekend format. Several institutions

rotted faculty members. from base to base. At the graduate

level there was, again, considerWe veiat on. Some insti-
r

tutions used adjunct -faculty exclusively in their graduate

offerings; others used both,full-time and adjunct instructors.

'At some bases only full time faculty were used by certain

institutions_

The committees had seriisservations concerning the

extensive use in most programs of adjunct .faculty, r7iNy of

whom had had no previous teaching experience. In many cases

adjunct'faculty members had little academic contact with the

home campus or with other instructors in their particular pro-

gram. Interaction with colleagues was minimal. Adjunct faculty

membeLb Irad little knowledge of or insight into developments

at the parent campus and played almost no role in normal

faculty functions, such as curriculum development and policy

determinition. Attempts to create a college "community"

resembling that found on a campus were seldom found. Some

institutions were taking positive steps towar4 the academic

development of their adjunct faculty by arranging frequent

faculty meetings, conducting teaching techniques workshops,

providing faculty development publications,- and making funds

available for attendance at professional conferences.
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The disp61sed nature of on -base programs contributed

/ t
to another problem. The academic deans and dep_rtment-r

. 7 .

chairmen who are.reaponsible for the quality o classroom

(

instruction on the parent campus usually played little role

in monitoring quality on military bases. The major instru-
/

ment for .evaluating on -base instruction was 'the evaluation

of the instructor by students. There was little classroom

visitation by qualified academic personnel, and there, was no

significant attempt to compare student achievement in off-

campus programs with that-in programs pus. Institutions

operating on military bases rarely made use on exams

to assess.studkit outcomes,

Most institutions used compressed schedules to accommodate

the military student. Committees questioned whether'students

meeting, in the case of one program, for a total of 36 hours

during two weekendsk,(Friday-Sunday, usually one or two weeks

apart) could master the indepth knowledge .and analytical skills

necessary to be awarded three semester hours of graduate credit.

An instr for fora Friday glass (6-10 p.m.) in this example

assigned homework to be turned in by 8:00 a.m. the folloWing

morning. This not'only makes difficult the consolidation of

learning, but also a a'ninates the necessary time for study and

research attivity".

Although instructional quality was considered to be generally

adequate 'committee members had only limited time to examine

A



syllabi, observe classes, and talk with-students and in-

structors. However, several problems were observed and

noted:

42
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Grade inflation was evident in Most undergraduate pro-

grams, although it was'recognized that this is sometimes

true of on programs.

Information and syllabi from parent campuses frequently

gave too little guidance to instructors. If anything, more

guidance is needed in on-base situations.-

ProVisions for make-up work by absent students were

inadequate in some instances. Often there were no formal.

procedures.

Graduate study was,'in too many cases, confined to.

textbooks and books of readings. 'Research skills and other

traditional aspects of "scholarship" were neglected.

*Course instructors often had poor working relationships

with base librarians, contributing to the inadequacy.of

library support for programs.

In some graduate programs students were exposed to a

very limited number of faculty members,

The xemedial problems of students accepted into pro -

grams were sometimes ignored. ESOs were often called upon to

identify these students,

6. Learning Resources and Physical Facilities--The

committees found that, on the majority of bases, physical
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facilities were inadequate to support many of the programs

provided. Neither the.amOunt of space allocated nor -t

condition of classrooms and offices was conducive to learn-

ing or the effective operation of the programs. Though the

memoranda of agreement between the service branches and

institutions provided that the-military make available

"appropriate" facilities, institutions were not insistent

that these facilities be appropriate. Learning resources

were margiAl at best for undergraduate programs and were so

grossly inadequate for graduate-level work that this situation

should preclude th offering of most graduate programs.

-Committees found that space llocation for classroom 'and

/4#
offices and the maintenance of the elacilities was dependent .

to a large degree on a combination of faotors: (1) the interest,

understanding, and cooperation of commanding officers, (2) the

persistence and personality of he edpcation services officer,

(3) the funds made available by the service branches, and

(4)" the extent to which institutions were willing to accept

what was provided. In general, physical facil4ties on Air
A

Force and Marine-installations were considered/Minimally

adequate and sometimes goodnot fancy, but structurally safe

and souTl. .Facilities on Army installations were geerally

(but not in all gases) inadequate, and those provided by the

Navy ere often .Pnacceptablp. The following are some negative

7:
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comments recorded cpncerning Army educational facilitieg:

Classroom facilities are "substandard," "delapi-
dated and depressing," "unattractive and crowded."

Classrooms are "hot in summer and cold'in winter."

Office space is small and shared, making confi-
dential conversations almost impossible-

** EquipMent for vocational- technical programs could
not be used because of lack of facilities.

For the Navy the situation generally was worse as indicated

by these recorded comments:r1

Physical facilities are "atrocious," classrooms
"dirty, unkempt... with some windows broken."

Rooms are too small, chalkboards too small, a lack
of qhairs; with support facilities so poor as to
be classified non-existent.

A critical shortage of office and classroom spade
precludes a reasonable implementation of the off-
duty education needs and requirements.'

One course was held behind a folding screen in the
food-and-drink vending machine room and lounge.

Aboard ship in *one program; "lack of space for
storage of books, equipment, laboratories, and
other materials is critical. Minimally acceptable,
learning conditions are not being provided. There
are small classrooms, poorly ventilated, insufficebtly
lighted, apd entirely too noisy for even a minimally
adequate learning experience to take place."

Science labortory facilities were almost universally

inadequate, as was computer access for upper-level andgradSte

courses in business, a serious °deficiency.

With regard to learning resources the committees found

. that, with a few exceptions, institutions were providing little

support for their programs in terms of books, reference materials.

14.
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periodicals, and primary source materials. Such institu-

tions did provide for limited purchase of resources an

45

limited reserve collections.and personal materials. Overall,

materials in base libraries were found to be insufficient

to support many upper-level programs and almost all graduate.

'programs where training in research is essential.

Library buildings ranged from small and cramped to

modern and spacious facilities. In order to add new books,

some librarians had to weed collections drastically because

of space limitations.

Students in the Unit,pd States- had varying degrees of

access to local public libraries and to institutional libraries.

One of pe arguments for the extension of college programs to

bases, however, has been that many potential students would

not become-actual students unless programs were brought to

their doorstep. Using this rationale, the committees deemed the

use of local and institutional 'libraries -- unless they were in

very close proximity to a base--to be'an inadequate substitute

for on-base. libraries. Using outside library resources is a

special difficulty for students without transportation.

Extensive interlibrary ].roan systems were often available

to base librarians in the United States, Germany, and the

and several institutions were equipped to send materials from

their home campuses. Onerinstitution had devised a system

whereby students could use a WATS line to order books or copies
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of journal articles directly from the parent campus. The

committees considered these systems to be a definite asset,

but only a partial substitute for locally available resources.

On-site availability of materials is especially critical in

courses with compressed scheduling. For graduate students Sk.

tie 'opportunity for hands-on experience in an adequate library

is important.

Other problem areas noted were:

Not all base libraries had professional librarians,
or librarians with backgrounds enabling them to
deal with academic collections.

Most base librarians were not available and the
libraries were,not open during the hours when
needed by college students.

Some libraries had funds available for academic
purchases, but institutional personnel often did
not communicate their requests.

There was almost no space available for library
collections aboard Navy ships.

7. Student Services--The committees found ,the student

services in respect to counseling and record keeping to be

adequate td)good fpr most institutions. Student records were

usually well maintained by institutional offices on base.

In some instances full student records were maintained on base

and at the home campus. I other instances minimum records

were kept on base and more complete records at a regional

a.

center. It was noted, however, institutionalnstitutional records

were often kept in files that were not fire-proof and that

were not secured in accordance with HEW requirements relating

to confidentiality,
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The committee recognized that the full range of student

services,. equivalent to those that exist in a campus setting,

wa not necessarily needed in a military setting. Some prob-

1 s, however, existed in ,the afea of student services:
/

There was a lack of trained counselors on some
bases.

There was little counseling available to Navy
students aboard ship where instruction actually '

takes place.

In some instances students complained about the
slow response of business offices at the home
campus in processing checks and making credentials

There was often'a shortage of office' space where
confidential counseling,can take plade. )

Most institutions made no attempt to collect
follow-up information,on graduates.

8. Financial Resources--Analysis of the

possibly insufficient financial data available

limited and

indicated that,

for most institutions, expenditures in support of programs did

not greatly,exceed revenues generated. Tuition was often the

total support of the on-base programs for those costs be ond

the classrooms and utilities provided by the military,

might be expected, the greater the distance a program was

from the home campus, the larger the portion of tuition and.

fees that must be invested in travel, administration, and

communications,

Data available indicated that some institutions spent

leds per FTE student\on military bases than per FTE student on
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campus. The level of expenditures for learning resources

was considered too low by the committees. It was found that

institutions need to obtain adequate resources for off-campus

programs and identify them separately in the budget. There

was no uniform financial form that could be completed by each

institution for each base so that the financial arrangements

to support educational programs could be determined and analyzed.

The committees found a wide variation in tuition char,

among institutional programs. Those institutions that vsed

local, adjunct faculty almost exclusively tended to pay lower

per-course salaries, thus keeping costs down. What appeared to
2

be some high7quality programs ha a higher cost factor and

charged a higher tuition, but ap eared to bk financially viable,

Programs on some bases were oper ting at a loss, apparently

because the progrfins were in the initial. stages or because an

institution was offering a program on numerous bases to enhance

transfer, and there were insufficient students to support the

program on some bases. One institution serving a large number

of military students was losing large amounts of money in un-

collectible debts from students.

l*.In some instances-the off-campus programs of institutions

bovEt' 00 percent of costs by revenues, while operational

'deficits on the home campus were made up by fund-raising and

endowme4t4' Also, the tuition charges of some institutions were

higher on base than on campus. Institutions justified this

59
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situation on the grounds that they either did not receive

state funding for off-campus, out-of-state students or they

were not permitted to allow in-state tuition for miWary

students.

There were several additional problem areas identified

by the committees concerning financial resources:

Often institutions paid adjunct instructors according

to the number of enrollees in their courses, leading to the

possibility of underpaying instructors in the case of small

classes and to the possibility of instructors catering to

students to increase enrollment. In at least one instance a

resident director was also teaching courses on this basis.

Institutional reliance almost completely on income from

tuition in their military off-campus programs caused some

concern about the depth and,permanence of commitment,' although

it was recognized that it would be difficult for many insti-

ttitions" to subsidize these programs.

Military Organizations

Although the military services have performed a great

service in supporting and making possible a significant and

generally successful postsecondary educational effort on

military bases, there is serious question alrto the priority

given to this type of education. Major weaknesses were

identified in the planning, procurement, and administration

of these programs.
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The committees found on most bases a confusion between

education and training and between offering random courses

and a comprehensive learning experience. This problem begins

in the contracting system which is left to the education

services officer or education specialist). After determi-

nation of the needs of the servicemen--an informal process
7

usually involving judgments by the base commander and the

ESO perhaps'coupled with a survey--the-ESO procures an

institution which can supply a program, a piece of a college.

The programs, courses, and the number of students who attend

them and graduate are mechanically counted by the military

in assessing the effectiveness of the base postsecondary

educational effort. There is no master plan for any of the

service branches that provides for effective guidance and

planning in the area of needs assessment and that sets forth

a method of determining which institutions should be invited

on post. There is no national selection process, nor is there

a standard memorandum of agreement

be modified to take into accoun

contract, which could

ial needs.

After an institution is in ited onto a base, the ESO

deals with the institution unilaterally. Despite the commit-

ment and quality of most ES0s,. they have note normally been

connected with a college campus in which there are faculty,

students, and administrators involved full time in educational

development surrounded by laboratories, classrooms, libraries,

61
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and other academic strucilures. These individuals are

called upon, nevertheless, to perform duties that resemble

those of a dean on a college campus, with considerable con-

\ tiol over classes, programs, and activities. The EO has

a crucial role in determining which programs should come

on base or leave. However, the ESO operates without out-

side academic consulting he,lp--although all institutions

must be accredited--and is not qualified to be an adequate

A judge of reliable quality.

ESOs also have a difficult time in obtaining adequate

classrooms and other physical facilities. Their success

usually depends on the support of postsecondary education

given by the base commander, a situation that makes commit-

ments to the program uncertain over the long term. The low

priority often given means funds for facilities must be

diverted from some other source or purpose on base. Physical

facilities, as a result, are often less -pan adequate.

The problem of resources is c9mpounded by weaknesses in
,

the usual memorandum of agreement between the military and

the institution. Agreements are often too brief and extremely

vague in delineating the responsibilities of each party for

providing physical facilities or learning resources. Descrip-

tiohs of facilities and resources and the quality expected are

noticably lacking. Again, learning resources were often

deficient.
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Another point of concern was the lack of an appropriate

educational community on base. Not only was there, in many

cases, a lack of contact between faculty and personnel and

the home campuses and little interaction among institutional

faculty, but there was no significant interaction among the

ESOs and the educational institutions. It was difficult to

find an instance in which the ESO, the institutional repre-

sentatives, and librarians operating on a particular site came

together to help establish the goals, objective, and edu-

cational climate for that particular site.

Areas of concern noted by committees also included the

following:

Unnecessary competition and duplication of programs
were allowed on installations. This could lead to
a lowering of quality to attract students.

Clear lines of authority were lacking for accomplish-
ing, vital support needs. Much that was helpful
occurred because sensitive and capable officers acted
without real authority to help the education mission.

Institutions had a tenuous existence on many bases
with no long-term statue. Assurance of permanence
would encourage institutions to increase financial
support of, hese programs.

There was n formal process for renewing memoranda
of agreemen in terms of quality.

On occasion SOs had been,eftrolled in courses wer
which they e,rcised supervision.

Regional Accrediting A encies 0

The committees found that military authorities and base

education services officers relied to a 4reat extent on the

63
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accreditation of the home campuses of institutions by the
ti

'regional accrediting comis.sions as an assurance of quality for

programs on base. Unfortunately, programs remote from, the

parint campus operating with uncertain futures, often relying

on part-time faculty, and experiencing major fluctuations in

53

enrollment can decline rapidly in quality. In a situation where

careful monitoring is called,Obr, infrequent evaluation is too

often found.-

-Much is left to be desired in the area of evaluation and

monitoring of quality itt on-base programs. The committees noted

that some programs had never been EINaluated by the regional

accrediting commission serving the tegion in which the. home

campus was located. In some instances accrediting teams had

visited home campuses close to the bases, but had not included

on-base visits to base programs in their evaluations. Conversely,

some had been examined in recent years, several more than once.

The'record of evalUation of programs at the time of the re-

affirmation of An institution's accreditation was spotty. The

regional commissions have recentlx taken, cooperative steps to

increase their scrutiny of these programs. Most institutions

have informed the regional commissions of the existence of

their programs.

The committees noted that there were no'Provisions for

ESO communication with the regional accrediting commissions

when programs Are brought on base or when agreements are renewed.

64
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In essence, there was little contact between the ESO and the

commissions on academic matters Military officials never

requested" advisory committees fro the regionals to give advice

on individual programs or to assess the effectiveness_of a

total base program. Such consultations could be used to

monitor program quality, initially and continually

Other Agencies and the States

1. Statep--The committees found that state governing

boards, departments of education, and approval agencies with

some authority over postsecondary education generally pro-

vided limited oversight of programs on military bases and that

this involvement varied in significance from state to state.

States we e limited ldgally by the fact that state authority

does not g rally extend to federal enclaves.
rJ

State boards of higher education did not appear to b

interested in encouraging their institutions to extend their

programs to bases, and they maintained closer supervision over

in-state institutions than thode operating from outside state

boulylarkes, State systems and individual state institutions

also varied in their commitment to providing postsecondary

education on military bases.

Unwillingness on the part of local state institutions to

offer programs on military bases contributed to the problems

of base education officers who had to turn to ut -of -state

institutions. Some states opposed the entrance of out-of-state

65
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institutions even when the. host state was unwilling to make

programs available. One base was surrounded by three state

colleges, none of which was providing significant educational

services. These institutions sometimes justified their stance

maintaining that they disliked the competition of programs

already on base.

2. Other Organizations or Agencies--Veterans' benefits

forgraduate education were used to a great extent by service

personnel. The Veterans'Administration itself has had little

control over program monitoring, the exercise,of this function

legally 'devolving to appropriate state approval agencies, which

devote only minor efforts to postsecondary education. It was

found that additional VA personnel were needed in some locations

to coordinate and counsel military students about VA benefits

and procedures. Students were experiencing difficulty in

determining and obtaining their VA benefits.

v
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PART IV: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

General Conclusions

56

The major findings of the case study presented in the

Previous chapter and the synopsis of the eleven cases pre-

sented in Part III would appear to validate the first two

basic assumptions as stated at the beginning of the project.
-4/

These assumptions were:

1. Military personnel should be provided off-duty
educational opportunities during their tour of
duty for: (1) improving their value to the
military service, (2) preparing for a future
career upon return to civilian life, and (3)
upgrading their own educational background.

2. On-base non-military education programs beyond
the high-school level can best be.offered by
accredited postsecondary educational institu).ons.

3. The responsibility for the quality of post-
secondary educational programs offered b
institutions on military bases is a responsi-
bility which is shared by the institution, the

-, military, and the appropriate regional accredit-
ing commission.

There continues to be a major opportunity for post-
's

secondary educational institutions to provide degree, programs

and courses for the hundreds of thousands of military service

'-'personnel. The education offered needs to be of the highest

'quality,and should provide enough variety for students to

_.
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achieve one or more of the three basic goals stated in the

first assumption. A review of the case-study reports prepared

by the visiting committees shows substantial evidence of

sincere attempts on the part of colleges and universities to

provide the needed eduCational opportunities. Though in a

number of institutions the quality of the programs and courses

offered was questionable, this problem will be addressed with

specific recommendations in this chapter.

Assumption two clearly states the belief that accredited

institutions of the postsecondary education community are in

the best position to offer college-level degree programs and

courses on military installations for service personnel.

This assumption was substantiated by the visiting committees;

however, several serious qualifying factots need to be pre,-

sented and discussed.

First, a basic premise needs to be stated and understood.

Though many providers of postsecondary education have emerged

in the United States, especially during the past decade, there

is strong support' from both within and outside the educational

community, that collegiate education is best when provided by

professional Icators woxicing from the established and recog-
-

nized colleges and universities. The experience of these

institutions in the delivery of educationlopmbined with their

ability to select and assign mature faculty members to mili-

tary organizations,

basic questions are

can provide better quality-programs. The

have 4ey, and will they ,'do so?
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A second' factor that must be addressed; is the meaning of

accredited status. At present, the fact that an. institution

was regionally accredited has primarily served as the "quality
//

assurance factor." An understanding of what accreditation

mans is essential to understand the current situation concern-

4,ng off-campus education offered on military installations

by accredited colleges and universities. Generally, regional

accreditation attests to the meeting of minimal standards or

oriteria by a college or university. Compliance is'determined

by a4,periodic review and evaluation made in the context of the

ifiStitution's stated purpose, goals,, and objectives. If an

institUtidn 'has had as a purpose the serving of military

students Ilt oft-campus sites, its on-base programs probably

)have been,evAluated in some form.

1.16werer, only recently have all of ,the regional accredit-

OmIlissions for postsecondary institutions de loped

specific standards or criteria and policies for frequent and
k f

regular revieW of off-campus operations, including military

installations, for ccreditation rposes. Prevdously the

fact that an institution was regio lly accredited did not

necessarily mean that the institution was capable of deliver

ing quality degrees and courses off campus. When the 'new

policies and procedures have been fully implemented, reason-

Vole assurance of such quality can be expected. Yet, some

form'of monitoring will always be needed to insure that actual

performance equals institutional capability.

69
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A third factor has been implied, if not openly suggested,

by the critics of the current delivery of education on miii-

tary installations by colleges and universities. Simply stated,

it is the idea that traditional colleges and universities can-

'not deliver programs of the same 'or equivalent quality as

those on the parent campus at remote sites. Further, critics

contend that the greater the distance trom the main campus

location, the poorer is' the quality of the programs offered.

The'contentIon follows that some other method should be devised

for-such programs.

The visiting committees did not find evidence to support

this idca: While no scientific cOrrelation, study was made of

the relationship of distance to program quality, it was the

professional judgment of the on-site committees that, per se,

there is no correlation of distance to quality. What the

committees did find was that some qf the factors related to
. ,

; quality.74.p., faculty and course approval by home campus

J
. .

units, program evaluation, and administrative direction--are
.., e.

.-

more costly and, sometimes complicate & because of greater

geographical distances. Committeq%members did not find\that.

these and otheç quality assurance factors cannot be carried

out in ''rt-,Etppropi.ate and effective manner at on-base locations.

-

,

In fact, programs of excellenj quality were four operated at

great:dilanees ffom the parent institutio%

A
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The case-study findings and visiting committees strongly

support the propoition of assumption three that the responsi-

bility for quality assurance of educational programs offered

by colleges and universities should be' shared equally by the

institutions involved, the military, and the regional accredit-

ing commissions. However, it was found that-the parties con-

cerned are not currently working cooperatively or aggressively

for the assurance of quality of military base programs. Fully

shared responsibility for quality, in practice, will mean

a greater role for the military in the administration of its

educational enterprise and a more active r "ole for the accredit-

ing associations in the review and evaluation of these programs
4

and courses.

Postsecondary institutions operating off-campus degree

programs and courses on military installations have the responsi-

bility to offer educational programs of the highest quality

for military per'sonnel. the quality assurance system of the

main campus must accept tha-, responsibility before courses are

offered. Course and program content, the depth and breadth

of the edUcational experience, and the faculty instructional

expertise must be adequate for the level of courses and degrees

to be offered. It is also the institution's responsibility to

see that,
AW

the necessary library 4nd other learning resources. are

available and readily acce6sible.

The responsibilities of the military are more complex

because of the organiational structure and diversity that

71
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branches. The office of the secretary of defense has the

major responsibility for setting and implementing educational

policy and priority for all of the services to insure con-
_

sistency and equity of educational opportunity. In accord-

ance with this DOD policy, each branch of service has the

responsibility to operate the educational program for its

constituents with command support at all levels and appro-
.

priate assistance at each military installation involved.

Financial support, facili ies, library and learning resources,

and personnel are critical areas for priority commitments if

the military is-to fulfill its responsibility in the quality

assessment and assurance of on-base educational degree pro-

grams and courses.

Regional accrediting commissions have a major share of

the re§p6ii-elbility for quality assessment. Determination that

an institution has the capability to deliver and maintain

degree programs and courses of acceptable quality in off-campus
I

settings is directly elated to the accreditation process

i:and is part of an i .tution's accredited status. The

accrediting associations must adapt their normal evaluation

processes for a regular and more frequent review of military-

base educational programs

Other agencies and organizations that have an important

role to play in the educational enterprise for the military

v1 14,-*
1-
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are the state approval and licensing bodies and the Veterans

Administration. Specific recommendations concerning ,the role

of these agencies are. discussed in 4he next section of the

report.

General Recommendations

The recommendations growing out of the case study fall

into two categories: general recommendations, dealing primarily

at the policy level, and specific recommendations for edu-

cational institutions, the military, accrediting associations,

and others such as the states and the Veterans Administration.

1. .Because citizens who make up the United States Armed

Forces are entitled to and deserving of postsecondary edu-

cational opportunities equal to those available to civilian-

students through accredited colleges and universities, it is

recommended that such institutions, provide appropriate degree

programs and courses, in so far .,as such activity is consistent

with the institution's purpose and mission and is supported

by academic strengths and resources sufficient to deliver and

maintain programs of high quality.

2. aro achieve high quality and consistency in educational
.skN

programs offered on military installations by colleges and

universities, it is recommended that the policy proposed in

Part V of this report be implemented by the Council on Post-

Rmcondary Accreditation in conjunction with.the other organi-

zations and agencies involved.
73
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Specific Recommendations

Educational Institutions

The information and data produced in the case study con-

cerning the operations of the accredited colleges and

universities involved in postsecondary education for service

personnel offered on military installations has led to a num-

ber of specific recommendafions.,_

1. Commitment to Serving Military Education--By the act

of providing postsecondary education to service personnel on

a military installation, an institution has as a part of its

purpose and mission, in statement and fact, a commitment to

serve the military student. Such a commitment requires the

allocation of appropriate institutional resources including

administrative and faculty personnel, learning resources, and

> financial support--to provide program stability and continuity

1.

and to assure the integrity and quality of the degree prograas----,,

and courses offered. The short- and long-range plans for the

institution MUst'reflect and clearly define the role that on-

base education plays in the present and future educational

mission of the institution.

2. Organizational'Relationships--In fulfilling its

commitment to military-base education, an institution must

develop and implement adequate and appropriate administrative,

academic, and organizational relationships between the home

campus and the off-campus site to assure the integrity,and

quality of the academic program offered. These relationship's
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shall be such as to assure regular and frequent contact

between administrative and academA,c.personnel at the parent

campus and on -base institution 1prsonnel. Operational

decisions concerning such matt 'admissions and graduation
4, A

requirements, qualifications and approval of all personnel

-(furl- and part-time faculty and administrators), curriculum

and c
) urse

content, and program evaluation shall involve the
s

home campus. Part-time or adjunct instructors and full-time

instructors without on-campus teaching.experience shall have an

on-campus orientation to the instructional expectations of the

institution involved, and shall have regular and frequent

contact with appropriate academic personnel from the parent

campus.

3. Resource Allocation--Any institution involved in

military-base education shall have and must alloOte support

resources adequate to assure the integrity and qualjty of th

programs and courses offered.. The principle of "fulfilling

the educational mission" of the institution should rule.

Tuition and f(es for programs offered should be directly

related to institutional costs.

4, Instructional programs -- -On -base instructional pro-

grams shall meet all criteria and standardS normally required

at the parent ,campus and shall be in keeping with nationally

accepted practices for specified fields of study and particular

degree levels and designations.

75
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All degree programs offered on military installations

shall be so designed, sequenced, and cohesive in.nature as

to provide educational experiences of integrity and academic

quality for service personnel. Where appropriate curricular

requirements for the depth and breadth of the educational

experience cannot be provided, the program should not be

offered.

An institution must determine the aptitudes and achieve-

ment levels of prospective students, the special requirements

of military life, and the kinds of delivery systems possible

in a military setting before offering degree programs and

courses on amilitary. base. New and appropriate teaching'

strategies conson#nt with interrupted learning, basic-skill

deficiencies, ad4t learners, socio-cultural disadvantage,

and other factors \must be created when necessary.

5. Student Services--An institution offering military-

base education all provide student services appropriate to

the particular needs of the military student. Such services

must include a comprehensive program, of academic counseling

by qualified professionals for military personnel enrolled in

on-base educational programs.

6. Library/Learning Resources--The institution involved

shall accept full responsibility for assuring the provision of

adequate and readily accessible learning resources to support

its programs offered on military installations. Close coordi-

nation with home-campus learning resources as well as cooperation
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with base libraries other Institutions operating on the

base, and local learning resources near the site is essential

for an effective program.

7. Physical Facilities--An institution should not accept

inadequate, inappropriate, or poorly equipped facilities for

on-base instruction. While the quality of the educational

experience is more directly related to the quality of the

faculty and the ability of the student, an adequate physical

environment conduciv6 to learning is also essential..'

8. Faculty--An institution offering degree programs and

courses On a military base must provide the following: (1) an

adequatle'core of ..full- time faculty members with appropriate

academia credentials for the curriculum offered, who are

experienced in teaching campus-based programs and who can

bring depth and breadth to the educational experience of the

military student; (2) consistency and stability in curricular

- and course content; and (3) adequate opportunity for intel-

lectual exchange between students and faculty members.

9. GraduatOrams--Graduate degree programs and

courses shall not be offered on military installations by an

institution unless, it can clearly demonstrate that all of the

essential elements are available and in place for the delivery

of quality graduate education. These elements include senior

faculty with appropriate qualifications; /adequate library and

other learning resources, including specialized research

/I'
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materials and equipment necessary to the curriculum; and a

schedule that allows sufficient time for an indepth education

experience involving review and research of the literatu

and regular and frequent discourse with experienced graduate

faculty and other graduate students. 4

Degree programs beyond the master's shall not be offered

ept in unusual circumstances.

10. Quality. Assurance--Quality assurance .processes used on

the home campus shall apply equally to on-base degree programs

and courses. Additional' policies and procedures for quality

control and assurance may also be required.

Quality assurance processes for on-base activities shall

include at least the following:

Admission and graduation requirements comparable
to those for the same or similar programs at the.
Mime campus.

1

Common policies and procedures for awardin9peredits
for prior learning with those of the home campus.

Common qualifications ivr on-base administrative
and faculty personnel, full or part time, with
those for the home campus in the same or similar
positions.

Common requirements for degree programs and courses
(reading, projects, research, writings, and evalu-
Ations) with the same or similar programs and
courses on the home campus.

Approval by the home' campus academic processes
(departments, faculty committees, graduate councils,
deans, etc.) of on-base academic matters such as

,,, degree programs and Courses to be offdrd, faculty
appointments, admissions standards, degree program/
and course requirements, the awarding of credits
for prior learning, and methods for evaluation of
student .ccomplishments and program effectiveness.
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Regular and systematic, evaluation of the,
quality and effectiveness of the-on-base
military education programs and courses using
the .home campus and outside peer evaluators.

11. Service Opportunity--,Aninstitutiop offering. degree
, .

peograms and courses on militarY'installat*ons for service

personnel should consider this activity as an exceptional

opportunity for service and should exercise utmost care to

provide edUcation of the highest quality. In every way

possible, institutions serving military,students should-work

cooperatively with one another and avoid unnecessary dupli-

A cation and competitiveness.

Military Organizations

The interest of military offici4s in providing post-

secondary educational opportunities for its personnel has,

significantly increased since the advent of the all-volunteer

armed services. While the offer of further education to

`recruits is one attraction to men and women for a military

career, it is not the on y reason why the military has increased

its 'emphasis on education. Another motivation is the need for

better-educated service personnel in eral to carry out

lircomplex tasks involving today's soph cateditechnolpgies.

In the case study several 'factors essential to strengthening

and impr ving educational opportunities for service personnel

were identified in the area of responsibility of the military.



Specific recommendations are as follows:

1. Commitment t' Education --The office. of the secretary

of defense must review and, where necessaryi.strengthen its

69

cpmmitment to providing quality educational opportunities to

military personnel by clearly defining the role and purposes

of postsecondary education. Such a statement of purpose should

clearly delineate the DOD policy for and commitment to education

for the military,' in general''and should provide the framework

for a consistent educational program. Appropriate flexibility

should exist in order for each branch of military service and

each command to pursue the' achievement of the objectives

established by the Department Defense. The concept of

commitment, priority, and operational authority are essential

and must be.fully defined by the DOD.

2. Organizational Relationships--the office of the secre-

tary of defense and each branch of the service should review

and redefine their organizational structures for education to

achieve more uniform and/consistent structures and, thus, pro-

vide a more effective educational' program for military service

personnel. Current organizational structures for education

within the military establishment are too confusing' and cumber-

some,to allow effective planning, program stability, and

cooperative ventures among neighboring bases of the same or

different branches of the military.

8 0 .1
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3. Resources Allocations--In accordance with the level

of commitment to education by the Department of Defense and

the various branches of the military, adequate financial and

other resources must be allocated to support quality degree

programs and courses. Resoues would include tuition assis-
,

tance for the military student; physical facilities and

equipment; educational service office support staff, materials,

and equipment; and library/learning resources, including

adequate professionally trained staff for collection develop-

ment and services.

A uniform funding-support plan is needed for resource

allocation. It should be based on a ccIst-effective analysis

done cooperatively with the institutions involved.

4. Instructional Program--Operating within policies

established by the office of the secretary of defense, the

various branches of the military should work cooperatively with

postsecondary institutioA</to develop and maintain short-, and

long-range plans for educational programs and courses to be

provided on military installations to meet the educational

goals of the military and the military student. At the same

time, it must be recognized that the final determination,on

V

degree programs and courses, admissions, completion require-
,

ments, transfer of credits, and curriculum content is the

omilesprerogative of the institution involved in accord with,

recognized good practices in the academic community.

81
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5. Procuring of Educational Programs- - The office of
.9

the secretary of defense should review and revise the cur-

rent practices for procuring the services of educational

institutions to provide programs on military installations.

A sophisticated approach based on an assessment of the

educational needs of personnel is needed for all branches of

the military. Such a system must be fair and equitable and

must treat the institutions as equal partners in'the military.

educational enterprise. Competitive bidding on price alone

must be discontinued. Also, such a system needs to encourage

partnerships between bases and local institutions.

6. Quality Assurance--The office of the secretary of

defense should develop a, §ystem to help assure the qilality

of educational programs on military bases.

Such a system should include at least the following:

Verification with the appropriate. regional acdredit-
ing commission that an institution has the capa-
bility--and the commission's approval--to dOiver
quality, off-campus degree programs and courses on
military installations should be required before a
program is established. Such verification should
also require regular, on-site evaluations by the
appropriate accrediting commission.

Specific criteria and standards must bb established
for civilian and military personnel assigngd to the
educafiOna4. 'service offices on military installations.
Such individuals should possess appropriate educational
degrees and should have had on-campus experience related
to the tasks to be performed. Training programs and
.internships sboula be esta lishea with postsecondary
institutions for, base edud ional personnel a0d must be
required of,those who have t hack on-campus experience
but who are otherwise qual led.

4
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. A comprehensive. career and personal counseling
program for service personnel interested in
education should be provided by qualified pro-

. fessional counselors.

Planning and evaluation of the military instal-
lation's total educational enterprise should be
done systematically and regularly by the ESO in
cooperation with the institutions'involved. There
should be periodic external review by educational
peqrs- Base commanders should .be appropriately
involved in the planning and evaluati,on rocess.

Accrediting Commissions

Since the 'arly 1900s, voluntary regiona

associations have verified eduqational quality by a process

accrediting

72

of peer review and eval ation that assures that an insti-,

tution is in 'compliance with specified minimum standards or

criteria. The role of regional accrediting associations has

been tQrevalua and accredit institutions as a whole, while

Specialized accrediting agencies evaluate and accredit particular

components and programs.

'Until recent years only a few regionally accredited,

.tutionsdelivered their educational programs off campus. There-
.

fore, little attention was given in the accreditation process

to off-campus sites, including military base operations. With

the advent of extensive off-campus degree programs and courses,

the regional:accrediting associations have recently developed

new policies and procedure's tolclude these operationsjn the

/

accreditation process. In the future, off-campus d'egree

programs and courses of accredited institutions offered on

Gk
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military installations must be reviewed and evaluated on a

regular basis. a

Because the regional accrediting commissions have an

essential role to play in assuring. the 'quality of military-

base' education, the following specific'recommendations are

made concerning their area of responsibility:

1. Institutional Capability- -The regional accrediting

commissions'for postsecondary institutions must use the

accreditation process to,verify that an institution has the

capability to deliver high quality-degree programs and courses
f 9

p.

in off- campus - settings such as military installations.

2. .Evaluation.of Military-Base Education--Regional

4

commissions must include the evaluation of military-base
,..

educational pros rams in the regular self-study and review

ocess- for accredited institutions. Furlhermore, because

on-base programs change quickly and service personnel move

frequenly, accre itation reViews of on-base activities must'

be made more frequently than is normal for on-campus programs.
0

This process should include reguliF visits to the parent-
-

campus to assure that. the necessary aftinistrative and academic
iy

prwedures are being adequately and properly applied to

militarybase programs.

The evaluation of military-base education must .verify., 5

the quality of the educational*program-through an assessment

of program depth, student .achievements," faculty and adminis-

trative qUalification, adequacy.oi learning resources and the
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educational environment, accepta*ity:of admissions and

degree-completion requirements,- and financial stability and

integiity.

If a program is the first offering of an institution

on a particular base, it must be evaluated in the first year

of its operation to incorporate the new prOgrams into the

institution's accreditation. In the case of an institution's

initial involvement in on-base military education, the parent

campus must also be visited to evaluate the quality assurance
P

prbcesses as they apply to military-base education.

3. The CaSe-Study Model - -When appropriate, the case-

study model developed and..used in this study should be applied

by the regional accrediting commissions to achieve a holistic

review and evaluation of military-base educational programs.

Other Organizations and Agencies

The Veterans Administration and state, licensing authorities

and higher eduFation coordinatingpagenci?s have important func-
,

tions to,,pe/loit in the military-education enterprise.

The Veterans Administration, through'itsTroAm of
J.,

financial assistance to current and former service men and

women, provides a significant percentage of the educational

dollars spent by the. federal government on education fork,

military personnel. The VA has a legitimatd concern that
1.1

the monies allocated are_properly spent on quality programs. 4Ix 4
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The state licensing authorities and higher education

coordinating agencies have the right to approve and authorize

institutions to operate withintheir territory.. They also

have the responsibility to pi.ovide appropriate support for

the education of their citizens.

The following recommendations are made in an effort to

define more clearly the roles and responsibilities of the

Veterans Administration and the states in military-base edu-

cation:

1. The Veterans Administration - --The Vetqrans Adminis-

tration must clearly inform current and former service

personnel about available programs and the procedures for

securing financial assistance for education. Regular and

easily accessible assistance and counseling by qualified people

should be provided to military personnel using VA educational

benefits./

The Veterans Admi istration should rely on the accredit-

'ing associations to as ure educational quality and on state

agencies to verify knstitutional legitimacY.

2. The States--State. authorities should encourage public

and private institutions within their jurisdictions to provide

on-base educational 'programs and courses. States, also, should

work cooperatively with accrediting associations to verify

educational quhlity and where possible avoid uhnecesarydUpli-

cation of effort inpthe evaluation process.'
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Areas for Further Study and Work

One of the outcomes expected from the case study was the

development of, a model for the evaluation of:educational pro-

grams offered on military installations. Based on the results

of the eleven separate studies made, it appears that the Case-

study.method has been effective in reviewing and assessing
4

the total postsecondary educational program of individual

military installations. Each future use of the model used'here

should, of course, include

and improve the model.

careful study and analysis to refine

Anotier outcome anticipated from the study was the'develop-

ment of a standardlzed data-base system. While the information

supplied by the participants.waS,generally adequate or this,

project, further study and work is needed to develop a useful,

standardized system of essential-quantitative elements that

should be predent for -the effective delivery/of quality edu-
.

cation programs on military bases. A copy of the data form

used in the.case study may be found in Appendix C, Part 2.

Another area /identified for futuFe study'` is the need to

develop a.,reliableuray to doCument and compare student achieve-

ment in on-campus prOgrams and.,cd,f-campus, military-base pro-

grams. Such a study would be valuable to institutions, the

military, and accrediting associations in future assessments

f
postsecondary education for militaty'studenteb

li

87
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Though the case study did not find a need for separate

icr:iteria,and standards for military-base education, further

study'in that area is appropriate because of the Changing-,

nature of the military educational enterprise. The accredit-

ing agencies"must be sure that they maintain standards or

criteria and evalupion proceames adequate to assess military-

base education.

V
p.

4



PART V: PROPOSED N4TIONAL POLICY

A major finding of the case study is the need for a

single national policy to provide for consistent delivery

of high-quality, postsecopdary edvational programs'and
If
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courses on military installatiops. Though there should be

flexibility in tht delivery of programs, the need for con-

sistency is paramount because of the complexity of the

situation: the variety of institutions inVolved, the diver-

..sityamong and within the military services, the differences

among the six regtonal accrediting associations, and the

individuality of licensing procedures and higher education

coordination in the 50 states.

The policy should clearly define the roles, relationships,

and 'responsibilities of all parties involved. Though the

71 situation'has'not yet releed a chaotic state, the potential

for chaos is there unless a national pcilicy,is.mutually agreed
376

upon by all of the majorl partner's.

:0

Attempts at such a policy have been made,,inhe past by

various groups and individuals1. Ancitiding,Oke fOrmer:Federatiori
.

of Regional Accrediting Commissi,on ofj-IliqheEdudeition in

1973 (see Aphoendix G) and 1le'tdubati9h.tomOission oT the StAtesl
7

Task Fotce on State, InatitlAtional ',andliederal Pesponsibtlities.
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in Providing Postsecondary Educational Opportunity to Service

Personnel; in January, 1977. Individuals who have written on

thiss,subjedt include Kenneth H. Ashworth, commissioner of

higher education in Texas, and Stephen K. Bailey, professor

of edutation and social policy, Harvard University. Also the

recently complet'e'd COPA study Assessing Nontraditional Education

n(1978) haS ieleVent- infotmation for off-campus, on-base, post-

secondary edlcation.,

All of these studies, reports, and writings have been

taken'into consideration- along with the current findings of

this study, in proposing th.0 national Policy statement that

follows.

Concept "StatemOnt

Personnel serving in the United states military are indivi--

duals who by their own choice have dedicated themselves to

natidhal security.. As citizens dn unifoin;T they are' entitled to

and deserving of postsecondary educational opportunities compar-
.

c,

able to those dVailable to4the civilian population. Such pro-

grams and courses shouls1 bp .of, the higliest2qual.ity and as varied

in numbet of disciplines and career areas as.,the, limitations
, -

9401
on-base delivery will permit. A The postsecondary degree pro-

ti

r

gram's and courses should be provided by accredited colleges and

universities capable. off' such activities.

1 The operation of an educational center' Milltary instal -\
.

lation'is a sresponsibility to-be blethe institutions

.90
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involved; the militaryincluding its various parts--the

regional accrediting associations, the Veterans Adminis-

tration, and the states. Coordihation of efforts and

cooperation, among the various partners involved are essential

for the devlopment and implementation of a total educational

program of quality. for military personnel.

Role and Responsibility of Institutions

Postsecondary institutions are encouraged to cooperate

with the military in providing degree programs and courses

that can be delivered in an on-base setting without diminishing

their quality and depth.' Institutions must recognize the

unique circumstances of the military student and, where possible,

adapt traditional methods and pfocedures to accommodate military

personnel without sacrificing the quality of content or depre-

ciating the meaning of the degree aSfer6d:

Institutions_ offering degree programs and courses on

military installations have the responsibility to:

1. i'rovide only those programs and courses that aie
'related to their institutional purpose and mission ,`'".

l!

and for which they have the necessary resources
(faculty/ learning materials,' and adminlstr'ative
personnel) to meet standards. and criteria normally "0
expected by the appropriate discipline. or field of 0

°study. -
A

t
,

,,,

2t. Provide- adequate ..full -time adminiptrative _personnel
and service 'to assure the effective dqliverypf
on-base _pro4rams.and courses-and provide regulapi!Y
and Erequent:contwith administratiVe and .,cademkt

4 Ipersonnei On the parent campus.

"

e
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3. Provide adequate on-base student services to assist

military student in matters of admissions, transfer

and evaluation of,previous education, degree require-

ments, and specific program ,academic counseling.

4. P#ovide on-base faculty of acceptable experience,
preparation and quality. The instructional staff
must include full-time faculty with campus-based
experience, supplemented with competent part-time
instructors who are qualified in the field to be
assigned and who are approved by the appropriate
academic personnel on the parent campus.

5. Provide library materials and other learning resources
necessary to assure the quality and depth of--the learn-

ing experience according to institutional standards
and those normally expected for the f*ld of study
and the degree offered.

6 Set tuition and fees based on actual institutional
costs in order to support adequately the delivery of

programs and courses of the highest quality.

7 Provide on- campus, specially scheduled programs for
military personnel, where proximity permits.

Role and Responsibility of the Military

In order to provide postsecondary educational opportunities

of high quality for service personnele the commitment to

military-base education must be clearly articulated and given

high priority by the U. S. Department of Defense-through poli-

cies and regulations 'governing all service branches. These

policies and regulations must provide for consistency in opera-

,tions and support at each command level among and within the

.- services.

Operational guidelines must provide for consistent and

'adequate on-base administrative practices concerning needs
410

assessment, organizational structure and operations, the securing

22
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of institutional services, financial assistance, space

allocations, equipment and supply needs, learning resources,

and educational service office personnel and functions.

The military pducationaluentewrise should be considered

holistically and as a cooperative venture with institution's,

accrediting agencies,.the Veterans Administration, aridtthe

states. Programs should be established only after appropriate

planning by representatives of all the aforementioned parties.

Role and Responsibility of Accrediting Agencies

Quality assurance of any edUcational program offered on

a military installation is the responsibility 'of the regional

accrediting commission that accredits the parent institution.

The commission must make regular and frequent on-site evalu-

ations ofyograms and courses offered by an accredited. insti-

tution. Such evaluations are to be made not only at the time

of the parant institution-1s regular self-study and evaluation,

but also during the first year of operation of such programs

and at regular intervals based on significant frogram and

course change. I

When appropriate, joint case studies are to be made by

the regional accrediting commissions to evaluate he total
A* ...

'educational program of a base as well as the programs and,

coerses of individual institutions*

93
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Rolev'and Responsibility of the States

Each sta e has a responsibilAyto include on-base

83

,
education in its planning process and to encourage state

institutions to meet the educational needs of military

personnel. Through authorization and licensing factions,

each state is responsible for seeing that all institutions,

offering educational programs on military bases within that

state are in compliance with state requirements. Each-state

also has a responsibilkty\to assist the military student,

when appropriate, with tuition assistance and tailmaice avail-

able state learning resourc (e.g., faculty, library, equip-

ment) to on-base military educational centers.

The states should work cooperatively with the accrediting

agencies in on-site evaluations for quality assurance.

Role and Responsibility of the Veterans Administration

As the major source of tuition assistance'to former and

present military personnel, the Veterans Administration has

the responsibility to provide adequate and readily accessible

counseling about benefits and timely processing of appli-

cations for benefits. To avoid: ary duplication of

effort, the VA should work cooperatively with the milita

the institutions, the accrediting associations; and the st tes -

to determine program quality for thd approval of educati al

benefits for service personnel.

94



Implementation

This proposed national policy should be reviewed by the

84

Council on Postsecondary Accreditation through a task force

which includes representatives of institutions operating on

Military bases; institutions not presently operating on mili-

tary bases; the military, including the office of the secretary

of defense, the various, services, and base personnel; accredit-
.

ing commissions; the states, including both licensing and coordi-

nating agencies; the Veterans Administration; and representatives

of the public.

The implementation of the policy must be based on approval

by all of the parties involved including the Council on Post-

secondary Accreditation, the U. S. Department of,Defense (tor

the military), the regional accrediting commissions, the state

higher education executive officerik, and the Veterans Adminis-

tratione,

- I
After such approval, any institution wishing to offer post-

secondary educatioA on a military installation will be expect

to operate its programs dn.compliance witb the policy.

95
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INTRODUCTION--Background and Rationale

The increasing desire of the United States milAary services to propide
-educational opportunities for their personnel has been met in recent years
by a corresponding willingness on 'the part of civilian"postsecondary educa-

vtioal institutions to extend their programs to military installations on
Ithe local, national,.and international level. Recognizing the obvious need
for .programs of this type, regional accrediting commissions have eneduraged
institutions to cooperate with military services.in providing.appropriate
undergraduate and graduate courses. It is assumed that educational needs
and purposes may vary considerablyfrom base to base. Courses may provide
educational experiences which: -(1) contribute to increased effectiveness
in a present or future military occupation, (2) provide skills for a second

-career, and (3) are primarily for personal (enrichmerit. In the process of
meeting'these varying needs institutionsshave modified considerably the -

trhditional concept,of campus residente, the physical setting, and the usual
methods of credit accumulation in order todeVelop programs which serve the
nontraditional student including the arrive off-duty serviceman. Those courses
designed for the student in a college campus may not be appropriate for military
personnel in terms of their past experience and present and future needs.

The availability of these-educational opportunities has become a major
recruitment tool of the military services and if some projections of manpow0
needs for volunteers are met, perhaps as many as one-third of this country's
high school graduates may receive their first exposure to postsecondary
education while in the military. Some military bases have already become
major educational centers both in terms of range of programs, numbers of.

ents, and variety and .numtpr of postsecondary institutions involved. In
some instances up to 14 institutions have provided courses on a single base.

The responsibility for programp on militery bases rests both with appro-
priate military officers and with the institution. It is recognized that
ithereliVt be mutual understanding ps to the objectives and needs of the
military authorities as they relate to those of the institution providing
educational experiences. Both of the parties to this educational endeavor
are'also concerned-with program quality, as dire accrediting commissions and
the Veterans Admin'tstration, which estimates, that about 250,000 military
personnel on active, duty currently usertheir VA benefits before discharge:.-

It4has been assumed that region lly accredited institutions were offering
quality programs on military bases, but in recent years Tome educators and
the regional accrediting commissions themselvv have expressed concern as to
whether the quality and of base programs has been adequately
evaTuate0, especially since the expansion of some programs to, locations
thousarlds of mi l es from the parent institutiOn. Military services, for
their part, shave a difficult task determiniqg the holistic value of programs
because of the present piecemeal evaluation of individual programs by
accrediting agencies and the lapse of time before all programs-are evaluated.
Furthermore, program approval by state agencies has been uneven due to the
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geographical extent of the operations and because the programs" are provided

on federal installations. Contributing alsO -to the problem of putting base

programs in perspective is the decentralized nature of military education

which, in some services, leaves program development primarily to base authori-'

ties. Base commanders, education.officers, the military services, and the

Department of Defense find itsdifficult to compare the quality of-their

programs, except in numbers of students and courses, with thqse of other

bases having similar characteristics.

In short, these developments have made appropriate an in-depth study of the.
°quality of postsecondary degree granting programs on military bases which

offer a variety of programs involving a significant number of institutions.

This tudy is vitally-needed to provide a total picture of the state of the

art a one point.in time and to formulate recommendations which will enable

the litary, the institutions, and the accrediting agencies to re-examine present

,pro dures and to plan for improvements in policy and program implementation.'

The study is to be conducted by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation
and the six regional accrediting associations for the Department of Defense
using the case study method with on-site committees of peer evaluators visiting
selected military installations.

II. THrCASE STUDY APPROACH

A. Purposes, Goals, Objectives

1. Basic Assumptions

a. Military personnel should-be proyjded 6ff-duty educa-
tional opportunities during their tour of duty for:
(1) improving their value to the military service,
(2,),-preparing for a future career upon return to

civilian life, and (3) upgrpding their own educational
background.

b. On- base /non military educational programs beyond the high
school level can best be offered by accredited post-
secondary educational institutions.

c. The resporilbility for the quality of postsecondary
educational programs offered by institutions.on military
bases is shared by the institution, the military, and
the appropriate regional accrediting commissions.

2, The Case Study Method

The Case Study Method is proposed in order to achieve the
various'goals developed for the project_ These goals and

purposes are as followi,,



a. To make an assessment of postsecondary degree-
granting programs offered by regionally accredited
institutions-on military bases.

To evaluate the effectiveness of civilian post-
secondary educational institutions in the delivery ,

of degree programs for personnel on selected
military bases.

9

c. To identify the current'roles of: (1) postsecondary
institutions, (2) military organizations and
personnel, (3) the states, (4) regional accrediting
commissions, and (5) other organizations or agencies
involved in the provisibn of on-base postsecondary
educational programs by civilian institutions.

d. To identify and make recommendations concerning the
functions essential for an on-going system of quality

A control in on-base postsecondary educational programs
prqvided by civilian institutions.

.e. To make recommendations concerning the proper roles
to be performed by each of the participating organi;-
zations identified in c. aboye.

f. To provide a reservoir of data about postsecondary
educational, programs provided for military bases by
civilian institutions for use by the,military (base
commanders, educational service officers, and
Department of Defense personnel), institutional
personnel, and accrediting commissions in the
development of appropriate policies and procedures
for such programs.

3. Case Study Prospectus

An institution serving a military base selected to participate
in the case study will be expected to complete a comprehensive
case study report. This description and analysis of the educa
tional programs on a base is to include the following topics:

a. Administrative Organization
b. Curriculum
c. Advanced Placement Policy and Procedures
d. Faculty and Sta f
e. Evaluation Syst s

.f. On-base Quality Control Systems of the Parent Institutions
g. Equipment and Facilities On-base.

A
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B. he Plan

Working under the direction of an advisory committee.composed of

the executive officers of the nine regional accrediting commis-sions,

a COPA representative, service representatives, and a Department

of'Defense representative, a Case Study of Off-Campus Postsecondary

Education on Military Bases Will be conducted during 1978 to

determine the effectiveness of postsecondary institutions in pro-

viding degree programs on military installations. (See Appendix A)

.
Ten bases representative of the various branches of the military

will be selected which provide 'a variety of institutions and

,f education programs for use in the case study. A Case Study

Report will be prepared for each bate included in the study.

The .accrediting commission(s) operating in the geographical

location of the base will have primary responsibility for the

on-site visit and evaluation of the non-military postsecondary

educational program of the military installation. The base

commander will be responsible for host arrangements. 4\

The complete report of the Visiting Committee will be transmitted,

to-the accrediting commissions and to appropriate institutional

and military personnel. The advisory committee for the project =

will receive all reports and issue a single evaluation report

for the project to include appropriate recommendations at the

national level concerning non-military postsecondary education

on military installations.

1. -Postsecondary Educational Institutions

Each postsecondary education institution currently operating

on one of the military installations participating in the
Case Study of Off-Campus,Postsecondary Education on Military.

Bases will be expected to prepare a pre-visit report that

will include an inventory of current educational programs,

administrative organization, curriculum, advanced placement

policy and procedures, faculty and other personnel, evalua-

tion systems, and quality control systems, and equipment

and facilities on ba§e and at the parent institution. In

preparing the Case Study Report the institutiorishould

address the following questions and areas:

a. Institutional Purpose. Does the official statement

of purpose of the institution clearly provide for

the extension of the educational programs and resources

to off-campus programs for military personnel on

military installations?

-4-
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Institutional` Organization and Administration
Does the organizational anCiaministrative structure
of the institution adequately provide for good
admtnistration of the institution's off-campus programs
on the military installation? Using charts, describe
the administrative organization of the institution to
clearly indicate the liries of responsibility for the
adtini§trative and academic functions of the institution
in praiding educational-programs on military installa-
tions? Is the organization effective in providing
adequately for the military programs? Identify, in terms
of effect on the student's educational experience, any
weaknesses that may exist. What measures are planned,
if needed, to improve the institution's services for
programs oymilitary installations? Does that part of
the military organizational structure responsible for
edycational programs on base have appropriate policies
and'procedures to facilitate instjtutional operations
on base?

c. Institutional Educational Programs. On the.forms
provided, inventory the educational programs of the
institution which are offered on the military installa-
tion selected for the case study. Also, list end give
the location of all other off-campus progra s offered
on military bases. (Appendix B) Does the cational
program relate to the purposes of the inst ution and

the military? Demonstrate the ways in whit the

.policies and procedures of admission, instructional
methods and procedures, and quality, of work required
of studeOts.are caf-ried out by the institution on
military installations. In what ways do the admissions

standards and criteria, both qualitative and quantita-
tive, insure the admission of students who can benefit
from the programs offered? What efforts are being made
to improve and continually evaluate the programs?

(1) Admissions. Who is responsible for setting
general admissionslpolicy? Briefl9 describe
the admissions-policy and procedures for pro-
grams offered on military tnstallations.
Describe the institution's policy and pro-
ceduves for evaluation and awarding of credits J
for prior learning (e.g., CLEP, transfer,
civilian job experience, military service and
schools, etc.) Determine if'comprises.have
been made in admissions requirements in order.
to maintain adequate enrollments. Evaluate the

admissions policies and pro6edures, identifying
weaknesses and strengths'.--D6e4: the subsequent
educational record of students validate the

-5-
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admissions prodess in ,terms of selecting,

students whose chances are good of satis-
factorily completing the program? What

efforts awe being made to improve - admissions?

(2) urriculum. Describe tbe process by which
e curr culum is reviewed and established.

Indicate who is responsible for the final
determination of curriculum policy. In

what ways are the administration, faculty
and military involved in the development
of academic programs and in the procedures

. for curricular change? How does the insti-
tution evOuate each program and its results?
In evaludting each.projram offered demonstrate
that it contains sufficient advanced-level
work in the-subject field to be cdnsistent
with similar on-campus degree programs.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the i stitution's
policies and procedures in providi g and main-
taining educational programs of uality for
military nel. Identify strengths,
weaknesses, and propose solutions for problem
areas that may b identified.

(3) Instruction. Are methods of instruction
related to the objectives of the course, the
capabilities of the students, and the insti-
tution's standards of quality? Show tiow the

evaluation of student performance supports the
institution's concern for quality and integrit
and discriminates adequately among levels of
student performance. ExaMine grade distribu-
tions in the courses offered in, military
programs, over the past year. By what means
are the quality and effectiveness of instruction,
regularly evaluated? How it evaluation of
instruction related to subject matter, course
objectives, and programs of study? Is the
effectiveness of instruction under continuous
study? How is the quality of instruction on
military installations related to the quality
control system of the institution on the
home campus? Identify strengths and weaknesses
in the instructional component of the institu-
tion's educational programs offered on military
installations. What solutions are proposed for
problem areas that may be identified?
Where graduate programs are offered, what
measures have been taken to insure the quality,
level, and integrity afthe graduate experience
for the military student?



*k.

(4) Lea nin Resources and Physical Fapeilities.

Br e y describe the learning resources and
physical facilities that are available on
the Military installation to support the
educational programs of the institution.
What measured have the institution and the
military authorities taken to supplement

these learning resources? Evaluate the

adequacy of the learning resources to support
the programs offered. What additidnal
learning resources and physical facilities
are needed? How may these be provided?

(5) Student Services. Briefly describe the
student services that are available for
military installations'? How are academic advise-
ment and personal counseling needs of students
met? Have these services been evaluated
and are they adequate? What additional'
services are needed? How may they be

provided? What are the roles of the insti-
'tutions and the military in the coordina-
tion of program and student servicesit Is

this coordination effective?

(6) Financial Resources. Briefly describe the
financial arrangements in support of the
educational programs offered on the base.
Using charts present the financial history
of the on-base programs showing, sources
of income, expenditures, and allocation of
excess of income over expenditures by the
institution. Are the programs adequately
supported?... iThat changes are proposed inii
the financing of the on-base programs? How
do income and costs for on-base programs com-
pare with those on campus?

crediting Commission

The accrediting commission(s)'responsible for the region in
which the military installation is located will have primary
responsibility for the organization and conduct Of blaq on-
site committee evaluation of the postsecondary edutation
program. All visits will be arranged and coordinated by the
advisory committee for the Case Study.

a. Visiting ComniTttee Structure. Each Visiting Committee
should consist of at least the following personnel, most
-of whom should have had experience with military educationl.

Chairman (1)
Financial Officer (1)



Program Specialists (2 or more depending
on programs offered)

Commission staff (1)
Observers:

DOD.

Military Service
Education personnel from other._ services

may be invited
State
VA

b. Visiting Committee Responsibilities. Members of

the Visiting Committee will recieve the Case:
Study Report and other materials prior to the
visit. Before arriving at the base each member
is to read the report and become familiar with
its contents. Prior to.the visit, each member
of the committee will receive notice concerning
the date of the visitsuggestions regarding
transportattpn, housing, time of the first
meeting, ti the-of the final meeting, and a list
of the committee personnel indicating individual
assignments.

Definition of Roles--The committee is o give an
opinion, based op their on-site evaluation, as
to the appropriate'roles in the development and
delivery of on-base postsecondary education for:

1. The institutions
2. The military
3. The accrediting commissions
4. The states

In making the op,71,5ite visit the committee should

use the following evaluation criteria:

General

1. The exte94 of the t cidence of base education
purpose and objectives with those of the insti-
tutions which provide educational experiences.

2. Characteristics of students as related to
admissions requirements, course content, and
course procedures used to accommodate these
charact4ristics.

1- 1 0
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Input Criteria

1. .Administration

a. How are institutions selected for on-base programs?
How often do senior administrators from the parent
institution visit the base? How is the program
administered in relationship-to the hope institution?
What are the responsibilities of institutional
authorities vis a-vis military authorities? Who

determines financial arrangements?

Who makes decisions on academic matters?

c. How are educational priorities determined by military
authorities? Are course selections compatible with
the overall objectives of the base program and with
those of the, parent institution? How are decisions
ade regarding assignment of programs to the

various institutions?

d. Are student services coordinated to avoid duplica-
tion- Nand to et economies?

e. Have the appropriate regional accrediting commissions been
informed of new base programs by the institutions
involved? How long"has it been since the last
evaluation? (on base)

2. Academic Prolram

a. What are the academic and experiential qualifications
of the faculty? What _is the extent of the employment
of adjunct instructors? Are there procedures for the
monitoring of'faculty performance?

b. Is there faculty .input into academiC matters On
military installations? Student input?

c. Are there stated admissions policies?
Do they vary from those of the parent institution?

d, Is curriculum,,co sistent with program objectives?
What is the extent of non-credit offdrings?

e. Are there stated policies in regard to what is expected

of students? Do stddents have the opportunity to

evaluate instruction and their on-base educational.
program?. ?,

f. What learning resources are available--libraY, audio-



visual, etc. InJwhat Ways do they support the
learning objectives of_ programs?

g. .What physical facilities in terms of cl4Assraoms

and 'laboratories are available? Are they adequate
to suppcirt the programs offered?

What are the proced4res for record keeping of
student files?

I.

Output criteria

1. Are there formal procedures for evluatinj the student
outcomes of courses and programs in terms of stated
objectives?

Are there provisions for recording the post-program
attainments of graduates? Are the procedures similar
to those employed at the home campus of the institution?

How much and what types of military education are accepted
for credit toward degree programs? Are credits earned
on base accepted by other. institutions? 0

The Visiting Committee will make an evaluation of the
postsecondary education prograt the base with appropriate
recommendations for the program as a whole as well as for the
individual institutions and administrative units,toth military
and civilian.

c. Final Report. Before the committee leaves the base, the
a-airman is to obtainra rough draft/of the written report
-61elm each member of the committee. The chairman will then
prepare a draft of the full report to achieve consistency
of presentation and submit copies to the appropria
institutional and military personnel to be checkedr
errors of fact and possible conclusions made on the basis
of incomplete and/or inaccurate inokromotion. When the
chairman judges the report to be correct, copies of the
final report will be distributed to the chairman of the
Case Study.

The Visiting Committee will give an oral report of their
findings to the. Base Commander and/ortis representative,
institutional representatives, and others before they leave,

the military installation.

3. Schedule

From time' of approval t

be as follows:

ceipt of funds implementation will

-10-
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Two Months:

The advisory committee, working with the appropriate military
personnel, will select the military installations to be included
in the Case Study.

Six Months:

The visiting committees wily make the on-site evaluations

on.a schedule of dates appropriate to the particular
military installations.

Two Months:

r--

The advisory committee for the Case Study will review all
of the base reports and will prepare and present a final
comprehensive report on the total Case Study of Postsecondary
Education on Military Use's: The final report will include a
summary of findings and conclusions with approPriate,recommenda-
tions for the institution, the military,*and the regional accrediting
commissions. for the improvement of the effectiveness of the
delivery of quality postSecondary education to military personnel
on military installations.

4. Budget

he following budget\is proposed for the Case Studyevaluation:

n military installations--costs for each
Vi itin s committee ersonnel

core committee of nine @ 500
Administrative costs

(preliminary visit, report preparation,
advisorycommittee work)

Costs for ten visits plus total project
expenses:

$ 4,500

Observers will participate at their own expense.

4

1,500

1.13

1

$6,000 average
cost per visit

$60,000
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APPENDIX C Part 1

The Council On Potsecondary Accreditation

9

Your militdry installation has beeft selected to participate in a Case

Study of Off-Campus Postsecondary Education, on Military Bases. This study

is being conducted for the United States Department of Defense by the

Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and the postsecondary commissions.

of the six regional accrediting associations. The Department of Defense'

will fund the project through COPA to be administered through the

Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and
-10°.

Schools. The Advisory Committee for this study consists of the president

of COPA, tkex9cutive secretaries/directors of all the regional post-

secondary accrediting commissions, representatives of each service branch,

and a representative from the Department of Defense.

The Case Study is a serious attempt to gather information necessary,to

assess the nature and quality of degree programs being offered on military

bases. Briefly the goals of the study are as follows:

1. To identify the current roles of:
(a) postsecondary institutions,
(b) military organizations and personnel,
(c) the states,
(d) regional accrediting commissions, and
(e) other organizations or agencies concerned with on-base

postsecondary educational programs provided by civilian

institutions.

2. To make recommerfttions concerning the proper roles of each of.

thCorganizations listed in 1. above.

3. To make recommendations for an on-going system of quality control

in institutional programs provided on base.

4. To provide a reservbir'of data'aboufthese postsecondary educational

programs for use by the military (base commanders, educational

service officers, and Department of Defense personnel), institutional

.kenneth E. Young, President / Eugene I. Van Antwerp, Staff Associate / James M. Phillips. Staff Associate

One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 760, Walhington, D. C..40036 phone: (202) 452 -1433
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a

-personnel, and accrediting cofnmi ssions in the development of appro-

priate policies and procedures for such programs.

The plan for the Case Study is as follows:

1. The-following bases shave been selected by the Case Study Advisory

'1:1

Committ e,to participate in thetstudy:
. .

J Installation 1 -Nyates (19797:'

March 25-8Madill Air Force Base, Florida

2. Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base, North Carolina April 22 -26

Cherry Point.Marine Cdrps base, North .CaroTina

,

3. Kadena.. Air Force Base, Ok nawa May 1-11

1.,Caul Butler Parine Cor Base, Okinawa
Elmendorf Air Force Bas , Alaska

Naval Station, Mayport, Florida

5. McGuire Air Force Wase, New Jersey

6. Ft. Stewart.Ar4 Base, Georgia

7, Naval Station, Norfolk, Virginia.
Naval Guided Missile School, Dam Neck,

Virginia Beach, Virginia
Naval Amphibious Base, Little Creek,

Norfolk,.Virginia
Naval Air Station, Oceana, Virginia

8. Ft. Carson Army Base, Colorado

9. Naval Air Station, Miramar, San Diego,
California

Naval Air Station, North Island, San Diego,
California

10. V Corps Installations, Frankfurt, W. Germany
Rhein/Main Air Force Base
Lindsey Air Station

'NZ

.

May 6-9

May 13-17 .

-flay 13-17

May 20-25

June 3-7

June 3-7

June 23-
July 3
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Each institution offering postsecondary decree programs on one or

more seJectedgbases is being invited to complete a two-part report.

Part One will consist of a list of all off-campus degree prOgrams

offered b, the institution on military bases, indicating the scope.

of programs offered. Part Two will describe and analyze only those

degree programs offered by the institution on bases selected for

the Case Study It will include the following: ,
4

(a) administration and organization
(b) programs and curricula
(c) admission policy and procedures
(d) faculty and staff
(e) evaluation and quality control systems
(f) effectiveness of instruction
(g) equipment and facilifies
(h) student services

.. 3. The institutional report will be furnished to visit' committees

selected by the chairman of the Case Study Advisory mittee after

consultation with represeeltatives of each of the regional accrediting

agencies. A committee will be appointed to visit each selected base,

with a'-majority of the members representing the.region in which thR.,

base is located and members from other regions as well. ,Each com-

mittee will include one or more regional commission staff members for

the Case Study, and may also include a number of observers from such

groups as the Department of De*fense, service branches, state approval

agencies, Veterans Administration, and the Office of Education.

4. When each of the.setected bases is visited, institutions will.be

expected to have a representative present during the committee visit.

An integral part of,the Case Study is the committee visit to/yourfinstalla-

tion. This visit is scheduled for April 22-27, 1979. The rbgirial

"accredfting commissidn whose area includes ybur base will have/Orimary

responsibipty for the organization of the on-site visit. Visiting

committee members will be furnished with copies of the individual insti-

Agtional reports in advance of the visit. Lt is expected that arrange-

Ments regarding lodging and meals will be made by the DOD service repre-

sentatives in conjunction with the base ESO. Transportation will be

,arranged by the chairman of the Advisory Committee in coordination with

the staff of the Southern_ Association of Colleges and Schools.

117
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The visiting committee members WiJ1 contribute to an valuative report in
light of institutional reports and the_findings of the on-site visit.
Before leaving the base the committee will present an al report to the
Base Commander and the institutional representatives. draft of the full
written report will -be submitted by the chairman of the visiting committee
to the appropriate institutional and military personnel in order to check
for accuracy. Final reports, will be sent to the chairman.of the Advisory
Committee. A Comprehensive Report,on Military Base Education based on the
various individu0 case study reports will be prepared by the Advisory
Committee at the conclusion of the total project. This report will sum-
marize findings and conclusions of the various installation reports and
will make appropriate recommendations for the institutions, the military,
and the regional accrediting commissions.

We are confident that this study will result in in rmation and recommen-
dations of 'significant value to the higher educati community and to the
military. We look forward to your participation.

c :

p-*

Sincerely,.

Gord n W. Sweet
Chairman of the Advisory Committee
Military Base Case Study
Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools
795 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
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APPENDIX C - Part 2

The Council On Postsecondary-Accreditation

This letter is being sent to invite the participation of your institution
in an important study of educational programs which are currently being
offered by accredited postsecondary institutions on military installa-
tions. The Case Study of Off-Campus Postsecondary Education on Military
Bases will be conducted by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and
the postsecondary commissions of the six regional accrediting agencies for
the United States Department of Defense. The Department of Defense will
fund the project through COPA to be administered through the Commission
on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. The
Advisory Committee for this study consists of the president of COPA, the
executive secretaries/directors of all the regional postsecondary ac-
crediting commissions, representatives of each service branch, and a
representative from the Department of Defense.

The Case Study is a serious attempt to gather information necessary to
assess the nature and quality of degree programs being offered on military
bases. Briefly the goals of the study are as follows:

1. To identify the current roles of:
(a) postsecondary institutions,
(b) military organizations and personnel,
(c) the states,
(d) regional accrediting commissions, and
(e) other organizations or agencies concerned with on-base

yr postsecondary educational programs provided by civilian
institutions.

2. To make recommendations concerning the proper roles of each of the
organizations listed in 1. above.

3. To make recommendations for an on-going system of quality control in
institutional programs provided on base.

Kenneth E. Young, President / Eugene I. Van Antwerp, Stall Associate / James M. Phillips, Staff Associate

One Dupont Circle, N. W., Suite 760, Washing D. C. 20036 phone: (202) 452-1433
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The plan for the Case s s follows:Lfly---

1. The Tollowing bases have been selected by the .Gasv Study Advisory
Committee to participate in the study:

Installation , Dates (1979)

1. MacDill Air Force Base, Florida March 25-28

2. Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base, North Carolina
Cherry Point Marilee Corps Base, North Carolina

3. Kadena Air Force Base, Okinawa
Camp Butler Marine Corps Base, Okinawa
Elmendorf Air Force Base, Alaska

April 22-26

May 1-11

4. Naval Station, Mayport, Florida May 6-9

5. McGuire Air Force Base New Jerey May 13-17

6. Ft. Stewart Army Base, Georgia July 14-17

7. Naval Station, Norfolk, Virginia May 20-25
Naval Guided Missile School, Dam Neck,

Virginia Beach, Virginia
Naval Amphibious Base, Little Creek,

Norfolk, Virginia
Naval Air Station, Oceana, Virginia

8. Ft. Carson Army Base, Colorado

9. Naval Air Station, Miramar, San Diego,
California

Naval Air Station, Nprth Island, San Diego,
California

10. V Corps Installations, Frankfurt, W. Germany
Rhein/Main Air Force Base
Lindsey Air Station

June 3-7

June 23-
July 3
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2. Each institution offering postsecondary degree programs on one or
more selected bases is being invited to complete a two-part report..

Part One will consist of a list of all off-campus degree programs
Offered by the institution on military bases, indicating the scope
of progroams offered. Part Two will describe and analyze only tkose
degree pros.... s offered by the institution on bases selected for the
Case Study. will include the following:

(a) administration and organization
(b) programs and curricula
(c)-admission policy and procedures
(d) faculty and staff
(e) evaluation and quality control systems-
(f) effectiveness of instruction'
(g) equipment and facilities
(h) student services

The institutional report will be furnished in advance to visiting
committees selected by the chairman of the Case Study Advisory
Committee after,consultation with, representatives of each of the
regional accrediting commissions. A committee will be appointed to
visit each selected base, with-AWinajority of the members repre-
senting the region in which the base is located apd members from
other regions as well. Each committee will include one or more
regional commission staff members for the Case Study, and may also
include a number of,observers from such groups as the Department of
Defense, service branches,' state approval agencies, Veterans
Administration, and the Office of Education. No visits will be
made to the home campuses of institutions.

4. When each of the selected bases is visited, iistitutions wi I be

expected to have a representative present during the committ e visit.
The visiting committee members, will Bach prepare an tvaluati e report
in light of institutional reports, the base report, and the indings

of the on-site visit. Before leaviritg the base the committee will
present an oral report -t9 the Base Commander and tie institutOepal
representatives. 'A draft of the full written report will be sub-
mitted by the chairman of the visiting committee to the approAriate
institutional and military personnel in order to check for ace racy.
Final reports will be sent to the chairman of the Advisory Co ittee.

121
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A Comprehensive Report on Military Base Education based on the
various individual case study reports will be prepared by the
Advisory Committee at the conclusion of the total project. This

report will summarize findings an conclusions of the various
installation reports and will make appropri'ate recommendations
for the institutions, the military, and the regional accrediting
commissions.

Re are confident that this study will result in information and recom-
mendations ft) significant value to the higher education community and to
the military. We earnestly solicit and look forward to your participation.

The institutional report form are attached to this -letter.

Would yOu please furnish us with the name, address and phone number of the
institutional representative from the home campus who will be present for
the base visit and alsb the .name, address, and phone number of the repre-

sentative handlin\your programs on the base.

GWS/el

Enclosure

V

Sincerely,

Gordon W. Sweet
Chairman of the Advisory Committee
Military Base Case Study
Commission on Colleges
Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools
795 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
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Thell9ouncil On Postsecondary Accreditation

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INSTITUTIONAL REPORT
FOR THE CASE STUDY OF OFF-CAMPUS POSTSECONDARY

EDUCATION ON MILITARY. BASES

Introduction

Each postsecondary institution currently operating on one or more of
the military installations participating in the Case Study of Off-Campus
Postsecondary Education on Military Bases has been asked to prepare a
report to be furnished to committees which will visit these bases. These
reports will be furnished to members of the visiting committee to aid them
in gaining an accurate picture of degree programs being offered 9n-the
selected bases and also on the scope of programs being offered by your
institution on other bases. The institutional reports will be utilized in
preparing reports which will be sent to the Advisory Copmittee fot the
Case Study. A final report reviewing all of the committee reports will
then be produced by the Advisory Committee.

We emphasize that all of these reports are for informational purposes
only and will not be used for purposes of accreditation. This is not an
accreditation study.

"The institutional report is organized in two parts Part One is an
i entory of programs to be used to describe off-campus units constituting
the institution's total off-campus program on military installations.
Part Two is a detailed report, p.art narrative and part statistical informa-
tion, which concerns degree programs offered only on those bases selected
for the Case Study. Part Two must be completed for each base selected for
the Case Study (see cover letter) on which your institution offers degree
programs.

It is recommended that the parent institution respond to :the items in
Part One and that representatives or those administrators responsible for
off-campus units assist inresponding to the items in Part Two.

Please respond on a separate document (pot on this form).

In responding to the questions, please repeat the question prior to
the response. Supplementary materials such as catalogs (campus and off-
campus), policy manuals, and promotional literature should be submitted
along with the responses to items included in this form.

si

Kenneth E. Young, President / Eugene 1,,Van Antwerp, Staff Associate / James M, Phillips, Staff Associate

OneDupont Circle, Nt1A4,,Spite 760, Washington, 1): c. 20036 phone. (202) 452-1433
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-Send three copies of the completed report (Pa'rt One and Part Two for each
selected base) and any supplementary materials to:

Gordon W. Sweet
Chairman of the Advisory Committee

Military Base Case Study
Commission on Colleges

Southern Association of Colleges and Schoo s
795 Peachtree Street, N.E.

Atlanta, GA 30308

The three copies for each selected base should be receive not later than

two weeks prior to the date for the commilttee visit to th t base.

%VIM VOP';','ItV4'.?:rl'.4.c.

1.24.
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PART ONE TOTAL OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAM OF THE INSTITUTION
ON MILITARY INSTALLATIONS

Please show:

1. Date completed

2. Name of parent institution

3. Address

4. Telephe e number

5. Name an title of respondent

6. Control (public, private non-profit, riVate-proprietary,
church-related)

B. Please list the locations of all off-campus programs offered by
the parent institution on military installations, list the degree
programs offered at each location, and the enrollment in each
program.

125
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PART TWO - PROGRAMS AT EACH OFF-CAMPUS LOCATION SELECTED FOR

INCLUSION IN THE MILITARY BASE CASE STUDY

Note: Complete this section for each location (military base) selected
for the Case, Study where your institution offers off-campus
programs as listed in Part One.

A. 'Name of institution and home campus address

B. Location of this (these) program(s)

1. Name and address of chief administrative officer for this

off-campus unit.

HEGIS programs offered on this base and total FTE enroll-
ment for each.

Degree programs offered at this location, but not on the

home campus.

4. Distance of base from the home campus.

5. By what organizations is the institution or its programs

accredited?

6., Have the Appropriate regional accrediting commissions

been informed of base programs? How long has it

been since the last on-base evaluation?

C. Institutional goals and purposes

Does the officia'l statement of purpose of the institution clearly

provide for the.extension of the educational resources to off-

campus programs for military personnel oh military. installations?

Institutional organization and administration

1. How does the organizational and administrative structure

provide for administration of the institution's off-campus

programs?

Using charts, describe the administrative organization to

clearly indicate the lines of responsibility for the

administrative and academic functions in providing these

programs. What are the responsibilities of institutional
authorities vis-a-vis military authorities? How does the

off-campus unit maintain contact with the home campus?
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2. Identify in terms of effect on student educational experience,
any weaknesses that may exist.

Does that part of the military organizational structure
responsible for educational programs on this base have
appropriate policies and procedures to facilitate insti-
tutional operations on base?

What measures are planned, if needed, to improve the insti-
tution's services for programs onthis installation?

5. What was the procedure of the military in informing your
institution of the desire for programs to be offered on
this base?

Degree programs (If response to an item is identical for all pro-
grams on this base, please indicate. If not, please identify by
program.)

1. Does the program relate to both the purposes of the insti-
tution and the military?

Admissions

a. Who is responsible for setting the general admissions
policy?

c.

Briefly describe the admissions policy and procedure.

Describe the institution's policy and procedures for
evaluation and awarding of credits for'prior learning
(CLEF, transfer, civilian job experience, military
service and schools, etc.).

Does the subsequent educational record of students
validate the admissions process in terms of selecting
students whose chances are good of satisfactorily
completing the program?

e. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the admissions
policies and procedures?

t

F. Faculty

1. Complete the attached poster of instructional staff for this
off-campus unit.

ii.44I.4,44-
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2. How are faculty selected for programs on_ this base? Who

does the selection (on-campus department head, dean,
other)? Is an interview at the home campus required?

For each degree program offered on-base provide the
following information.

s

a. Total numberof facUlty (full-time and adjunct)

b. Number of faculty with primary appointments on

the home campus

c. Percent of b. by category (professor, associate
professor, assistant professor, other)

Of b. number and percent holding terminal degrees

e. Of b. number and percent holding formal waivers
or equivalence

f. Waivers and equivalencies approved by:
Department head
Dean
PreS'ident

Board
If.none of the above, please explain

g. Percent of b. assigned as overload
Percent of b. assigned as part of load

h. Number of faculty teaching more than one on-base
course

Number of faculty with
two courses
three courses
four courses

Number of adjuncts

Number and percent
degrees

1. Number'land percent
or equivalencies

of adjuncts holding terminal

of adjuncts holding formal waivers

.4 128
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Number of,adjuncts with
two courses
three courses
four courses

n. Waivers and equivalenCies approved by
Department head

Dean
President
Board
If nohe of the above, please explain.

o. Is attendance at on-campus faculty meetings required for

Full-time faCultY Yes No

Adjunct faculty Yes No

Is attendance at base faculty meetings required for

'Full-time faculty Yes No

If yes, frequency of meetings per year

Adjunct faulty 4ah'Yes No

If yes, frequency of meetings per year

Is cTassroom observation formally conducted?

If yes, Wwhom?
Faculty 'Niers from discipline
Faculty peers from outside discipline

Campus-based-administrators
On-base institutional representatives
Military kpe,rsonnelt

If ,yes, frequency of observation per year

r. Are faculty evaluation conferences required with

Department head.

Dean
Military personnel

Participation in institutional goverttance, including

curriculum committees is required for

Full-time faculty
Adjunct faculty

t. Are formal evaluations of faculty by students
conducted?. If yes, submit form.

14Str.Z(;
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u. Number of required on-base office hours per credit hour
of instruction

0.0

0.25
0.5

0.75

1.0
Othee

G. Curriculum and instruction

a

1. Describe the process by which the curriculum is
reviewed and established. Indicate who is responsible
for the final determination of curriculum policy.
In what ways are the administration, faculty and ,

military involved in the development of academic,pro-
grams and in the procedures for curricular change?

2. Are methods of instruction related to the objectives
of the program, the capabilities of the students,
and the institution's standards of quality?

3. How are the quality and effectivenessf instruction
regularly evaluated?

4. Describe any formal procedures used in evaluating the
student outcomes of courses and programs in terms of
stated objectives

5. How is the qualitiof instruction and student outcomes
related to the:quality control system on the home
campus?

6. Are there provisions for recording the post-program
attainments of graduates? Are the procedures similar
to.those employed at the home campus?

7. Identify any strengths or weaknesses in the methods
of curriculum development, and .the evaluation of
instruction and student.achievement. What solutions
are proposed?

I
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Learning Resources and Physical Facilities

1. Briefly describe the learning resources (library, audio-
visual, etc:) and physicarfacilities that are available
on the military installation to support the educational

,programs of the institution?

Are the facilities and learning resources adeqqate to
support the programs?

h What additional facilities or learning resources are needed?
141Wat measures have the military authorities taken to supple-
ment them? 2

Student Services
Q

1. Briefly describe the student services available on this base.
How are the academic advisement and personal counseling
needs of students met?

What are the roles of the institution and the military in
the coordination of program and student services? Is this

coordination effective?

3. What additional services are needed?

J. Financial Resources

1. Briefly describe the financial arrangements in support of the
educational program on the base.

2. Using charts present the financial history of the on-base
programs showing sources of income, expenditures, and
allocation of excess of income over expenditures by the
institution. How do income and costs for on-base programs
compare with those on campus? .

Are the programs adequately supported? What changes in
financing of on-base programs ate proposed?

K. Catalog and Course Procedures

1. Is a separate catalog published for your programs on this
base? If yes, how often is it published. Is a consolidated

catalog published on. base?



In each of the following areas please indicate any variance
between home campus procedures and those Gn-base. If

there is variance, plcase explain .why.

admission requirements Yes No Variance

course titles Yes No Variance

c. course descriptions Yes No Variance
-N,

d. statement of required
readings, examinations,
papers Yes No Variance

e.
4

credits Yes No Va)ance

f. contact hours Yes No Variance

g. frequency 6r4offering

h. pre and co- requisites

degree program require-
ments

j. tuition

k. refund policies

1. attendance requirements
and withdrawal policies

m. grading system

n. grievance proceduiT

o. retention standards

p. research and thesis
requirements

placement service with
Job/applicant historical
file

Yes No Variance

Yes No Variance

No Variance

Yes No Variance

Yes No Variance

Yes No Variance

Yes No Variance

Yes No Variance

Yes, No Variance

Yes

Yes

Variance

Variance

7
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Academic Support Services Administration

1. Ratio of academic administrators by head-count and FTE
to students by head-count and FTE

Ratio of staff administrators by head-count and FTE
to students by head-count and FTE

Ratio of student personnel administrators by head-count
and FTE to students by head-count and FTE

4. Campus representatives ,

a. hours per week for each on this base
b. students per representative on this base
c, number of bases representative serves
d. degrees held by each representative
e. number and percent with military experience

if. describe job specifications and training program,
if any, for representatives on this bage

M. PrOgram Data

Please supply data for each de,bree program. Note and justify
academically if data is at variance from home campus.

1. Number of required courses offered in lower division
upper division

2. Number of eldttive courses offered in lower division
upper-division

3. Registration per course

4. Percent of students admitted to program on probation

5. Percent attrition for program attributed to:
academic failure
non-punitive withdrawal
non-punitive grade
hardship
Total percent attrition

6., Percent attrition of student adItted to program on probation

7. Percent of initial cohort co sleting degree program

8
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8. Percent of-initial cohort completing 16 credit hours = ,

32 credit hours , 64 credit hours

9. For each course and subject area

a. number of credits generated

b. h.c. enrollment

c. classroom clock hours (50 minutes) per week, indicate

academic unit (quarter, semester)

f.

No.

laboratory or studio hours (50 minutes) per week,

indicate academic unit (quarter, semester)

e. credit hours awarded

f. c + (5)
` = X

( Where x is less than 1.0, explain)

g. tuition + applicable fees

h. g

+ c

=
e

j. (by department) number and percen of courses with

1 prerequisite
2 prerequisites
3 prerequisites

percent of course enrollments by d partment with waiver

of prerequisites ,

1. waiver of prerequisites apprOed b instructor

department head &aril

m. approval for cOurses/programsimust .e obtained frail;

faculty committee : depart4ient,h ad c9llege

dean (identify whether "acadeMric d ," or dean of off-

campus program)

university state

134\
11.
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Provide grade distribution by section, course, department and
program. Compare with same informatiOn from home campus and

from other off-campus locations.

Provide data relevant to grades as predictors of success in
subsequent courses, degree program.

Outcomes (by aggregate, h.c., FTE students and degree program)

1. Number of degrees awarded (list by type of degree, B.A.,
Ph.D.,/ etc.)

2. Percent using tuition assistance

3. Percent using G.I. Bill

4. Percent ether benefits (social security, SEOG, BEOG,

VEAP, etc.)

5. Dollar value of tuition assistance per program (institution,
base)

,Percent enrollees taking advanced tests. Identify by test,

GRE, LSAT, MCAT, etc.)

7 Provide ba
and distri

e-wide scores on above tests showing base norms
ittion compared to national norms and distribution

8. Provide avrage number of credits per student for
CLEP
CA EL

Correspondence
MOS AFSQ
"hitch or Military experience"

Expenditures for military base program per student FTE by
category for the year ending (most recent accounting

period)

a. instruction, per FTE

b. lipraryipO FIE'

c. facade,* support (total per FTE)
(1) academic administration per FTE
(2) registrar functions

d. general 'administration per FTE

e. student services (total per FTE)
(1) academic counseling per FIE



.

f. physical *fifties and equipment (total per FTE)
(1) faciWies per FTE
(2) furnisshings and equipment

Provide the same information for a-f for the home campus

11. Does the state provide capitation funds for the on-base
prograM

iq
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MILITARY BASE CASE STUDY

Name of Institution

LoCation of Off-Campus Unit

ROSTER OF INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF FOR OFF4AMPUS UNIT
,,P

:
Employment

Years of Other Outside This Teaching.

Advanced - Department 1 nstitution Load In

Name of Faculty Members Aost Work In Which For Which -. Clock Hours
.

(Note: Group by Department- Advanced Beyond' Person CompensatiOn Per

Discipline) A Rank Degree Master's Teaches Is Received Week
1 t

. .
i

I
i
}

A ,

) .
.

x
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Dear

APPENDIX C Part 3

The 'Council On Postsecondary'Accreditation

----1

We wish to invite your participation, as visiting committee member,
in the national study of postsecondary egree programs current being
offered by colleges and universities on U.S. military, bases. This
Case Study of Off-Campus Postsecondary ducation on Military Bases is
being conducted for the United States Department of Defense by the
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and the postsecondary commis-
sions of the six regional accrediting agencies. The project is being
administered by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools. The Advisory Committee for the study consist
of the president of COPA, the executive secretaries/ directors of all
the regional postsecondary accrediting commissions, representatives of
each service branch, and a representative from the Department of
Defense.

The Case Study is a serious attempt to gather information necessary
to assess the nature and quality of degree programs being offered on
military bases. Briefly the goals of the study are as follows:

I. To identify the current roles of
(a) poftsecondary institutions,
(b) military organizations and personnel;
(c) the states,
(d) regional accrediting commissions, and
(e) other organizations or agencies concerned with on-base

postsecondary educational programs provided by civilian
institutions.

2. To make recommendations concerning the proper roles of each of the
organizations listed in 1. above.

3. To make recommendations for an on-going system of quality control
in institutional programs provided on base.

Kenneth E. Young, President,/ Eugene I. Van Antwerp. Staff Associate / James M. Phillips, Staff Assoc:late

One Dupont Circle, Suite 7t50, Washington, D. C. 20036 phone: (202) 452 -1433
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Page 2

4. To provide a reservoir of data about these postsecondary
educational programs for use by the military (base commanders,
educational service officers, and Department of Defense per-
sonnel), institutional personnel, and accrediting commissions
in the,development of appropriate policies and procedures for
such programs.

A committee visit to each base selected for participation is an integral
part of the study. You are invited to serve on the visiting committee for

the (name of base . The dates for this visit are
. Visiting committee memb6rs will each prepare, while on the installa-

tion, a draft of an evaluative report based on institutional reports (sent
in advance), an installation report (to be examined on base), and the find-
ings of the on-site visit. Before leaving the base the committee will_

present an oral report to the Base Commander and the institutional rep-

resentatives. A draft of the written report will be submitted by the
chairman of the viiting committee to the appropriate institutional and
military personnel in order to check for accuracy. Final reports will be

sent to the chairman of the Advisory Committee, to be used in preparation of
an overall report of findings .and conclusions concerning military base

education in the United States and abroad.

All expenses for travel, meals, and lodging'for committee members will

be paid by the Case Study. Committee meMbers will be responsible for

their own travel arrangements. The committee members for
Base should plan to arrive by p.m. on with departure at

approximately p.m. on . details conCjiiiT4 arrangements will be

sent upon your acceptance.

We hope very much that you will be able to,participate in the visiting
committee phase of this important study.

GWS/el

IV

Sincerely,

Gordon W. Sweet
Chairman of the Advisory Committee
Military Base Case Study
Commission on Colleges
Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools -

795 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
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Plan of the Study

The Council On Postsecondary Accreditation

GUIfiLINES FOR MILITARY BASE
CASE STUDY VISITING COMMITTEES

The Case-Study of Off-Campus Postsecondary Education on Military
Bases is a serious attempt to gather information about and make assess-
ments of degree programs on military bases. It is being conducted for
the U.S. Department of Defense by the Council on Postsecondary Accredita-
tion and the postsecondary commissions of the six regional accrediting
associations.

Briefly the goals of.the study are:

1. To identify the current roles of:
(a) postsecondary institutions,
(b) Military organizations And personnel,
(c) the states,
(d) regional accrediting commissions, and
(e) other organizations or agencies concerned with on-base

postsecondary educational programs provided by civilian
institutions.

2. To make recommendations concerning the proper roles of each
of the organizations listed in 1; above.

3.. To evaluate the effectiveness of civilian postsecondary
institutions providing degree programs for personnel on
selected military bases.

4. To make recommendations for an on-going system of quality
control in institutional programs 'provided on base.

5. To provide a reservoir of data about these postsecondary
educational programs for use by the military (base commanders,
educational service officers, and Department Of Defense
personnel), institutional personnel, and accrediting commis-
sions in the development of appropriate policies and procedures
for such pro'grams.

t

4

Kenneth E. Young, President / Eugene I. Van Antwerp. Staff Associate / James M. Phillips. Staff Associate

One Dupont Circle, N. W., Salta 760, Washington, D. C. 20036 phone (202) 4524433
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The plan for the Case Study is as follows;

1. A number of bases have been selected by the Case Study

Advisory Committee to participate in the study.

2 Each institution offering postsecondary degree programs

on one or more selected bases is being invited to com-

plete a two-part report. Part One will consist of a

list of all off-campus degree programs offered by the

institution on military bases. Part Two will consist

of a case study report which describes and analyzes

only those degree programs offered by the institution

on bases selected for the case study.

The institutional reports will be furnished to visiting

committees selected by the chairman of the Case Study

Advisory Committee after consultation with representatives

of each of the regional accrediting agencies. A committee

will be appointed to visit each selected base, with the

majority of the members representing the region in which

the base is located and members from other regions as well.

Each committee will include one or more regional commission

staff members for the Case Study, and a number of observers

from the Department of, Defense, service branches, state

approval agencies, Veterans Administration, and the Office

of Education. Expenses for the visit will be borne by the

Case Study grant.

4. When each of the selected bases is visited, institutions

will be expected to have a representative present during.'

the committee visit.

General Procedures

1. Members of the visiting committee will receive prior to the

base visit reports completed by each institution offering

degree programs on base. They may also receive catalogs

and other printed materials produced by the individual

institution. Before arriving .at the base each member of

the committee will read the reports and all other materials

pertinent to specific assignments made in advance by the

committee chairman.

Before the visit each member will receive memoranda con-

cerning the schedule of the visjt, suggestions regarding

transportation, time of the initial and final meetings,
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and a listing of the committee personnel. Committee members
will make their'own travel, arrangements. Travel by personal
automobile will be reinpursed at 17 cents per mile, not to
exceed the cost of tourist air fare plus airport transporta-
tion. Air travel will be reimbursed, for tourist class air fare.

2. Role of the Committee

(a) The committee is to provide a professional opinion,
based on their analysis of reports, supplementary
materials, and the findings of the on-site visit, as

to the appropriate roles in the development and
delivery of on-base postsecondary education for:

(1) the institutions
(2 the militm
(3 the accrediting commissions
(4 the states
(5) other

(b) The following criteria and guidelines should be
utilized in describing and assessing the effec-
tiveness of educational programs on base. The
committee's wrjtten report should deal with these
criteria on three levels: (1) there should be a
description of policies andiprocedures currently
followed on base, (2) there should be a notation
of how these policies and procedures differ from
those on the home campuses, and (3) there -should
be a professional evaluation of the effectiveness
of the policies and procedures, of their strengths
and weaknesses along with recommendatiop6 for im-
provement directed toward individual institutions
and administrative units, both military and civi-
lian.

Process Criteria

1. Administration

(a) How are institutions selected for on-base programs? How
often do senior administrators from the parent institution
visit the base? How is the program administered in re-
lation to the home institution? What are the responsibi-
lities of institutional authorities vis-a-vis military
authorities? Who determines financial arrangements?

(b) Hbw do base education purposes and objeftives relate to
those of the institutions which provide degree programs?
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(c) Who make decisions on academic matters?

(d) How are educational priorities determined by military

authorities? Are course selections compatible with the
overall'objectives of the base program and with those of

the parent institution? How are decisions'made regarding
assignment of programs to the various institutions?

(e) What student services are available and are they coor7
dinated to avoid duplication and to effect economics?

(f) Have the appropriate regional accrediting commissions

. been informed of new base programs by the institutions
involved?

(g) Overall, what are the strengths and weaknesses of the
administrative arrangements as they affect educational
programs and what improvements should be made?

2. Academic Program

(a) What are the qualifications of the faculty? Who selects

the faculty? What is the number and proportion of ad-

junct instructors? Have adjunct faculty'had previous
college teaching experience on a campus? What are the

procedures for monitoring faculty performance?

(b) Is there faculty input into academic matters on military

installations? What is the role of home campus faculty
in curriculum development, faculty selection, program
evaluation, etc.?

(c) Are there stated admissions policies? Do they vary

from those of the parent institution?

(d) Is curriculum consistent with program objectives?

(e) Are there stated policies in regard to what is expected

of students? Do students have the opportunity to evalu-
ate instruction and their on-base educational program?

(f) What learning resources are available--library, audio-
visual, etc. ? In what ways do they support the
learning objectives of programs?

(g) What physical facilities in terms of- classrooms and

laboratories are available? Are they adequate to

support the programs offered?

(h) What are the procedures for record keeping of student files?
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(i) -What financial arrangements support the on-base
educational program?

Outcomes Criteria

(1) Are there. formal procedures for evaluating the student outcomes
of courses and Programs in terms of stated objectives? Is

there regular, formal evaluation of the total program and its
effectiveness?

) Are there provisions for recording the post-program attainments
of graduates?

(3) How much and what types of military, education and experiential
learning are accepted-for credit toward degree programs? Are
credits earned on base accepted by other institutions? How
are these evaluated?

Ffnal Report

Before the committee leaves the base, the chairman is to obtain a
rough draft of a written report from each member of the committee.

The visiting committee will give an oral report of their findings
to the Base Commander and/or his representatives, institutional repre-
sentatives, and other before leaving the military installation.

The chairman will then prepare a draft of the full report to
achieve consistency of presentation. Copies will be submitted to the
appropriate institutional and military personnel to be checked for errors
of fact and possible conclusions made on the basis of incomplete and/or
inaccurate information. When the chairman judges the report to be cor-
rect, copies of the finalreport will be distributed to the chairman
and members of the advisory committee-for the Case Study. A comprehen-
sive report will be produced by the Advisory Committee summarizing
findings and conclusions and making appropriate recommendations for the
institutions, the military, and the regional accrediting commissions.

.
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The Council On Postsecondary Acdeditation

t

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMMITTEE REPORT

Egch member of the visiting committee should complete a draft of

his part of the report before the end of the committee visit.

writing the report the "Guidelines for Military Base Case St Visiting
Committees" should be utilized, taking into account the rare of the

committee in 2 (a) and (b) under General Procedures of the Guidelines.

The following is a suggested outline for the committee report.

I. Introduction (arrangements, acknowledgements, etc.

II. OffCampus Postsecondary Education at the Base

A. Institutional Purpose and Goals

B. Organization and Administration

C. Institutional Educational Program

(1) Admissions
(2) Curriculum
(3) Instruction
(4) Learning resources and physical facilities
(5) Student services
(6) Financial resources
(7) Systems for quality assurance

III. Current Roles

A. Postsecondary Institutions

B. Military Organizations

C. States

D. Regional Accrediting Commissions

E. Other'Organizations or Agencies

4

4i Kenneth E. Young, President / Eugene I. Van Antwerp, Staff Associate / James M. Phillips. Stan Associate

One Dupont Circle, N. W., Suite 760, Washington, D. C. 20036 phone: (202) 452-1433
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IV. Summary Recommendations

A. Admissions

B. Curriculum

C. Instruction

D. Learning Resources and Phisical Facilities

E. Student Services

F. Financial Resdurces

G. Quality Concertns

H. Role Definitions

An attempt should be made to describe and eval&te the programs of
each Institution serving:the base (as is outlined in Section II).
Section III should identify the current roles of A-E as they affect the
base and Section IV should summarize the recommendations as to'institu-
tional programs and how they function in the base environment. Each
committee member should keep a record of persons interviewed while on
base. The committee chairman should record the names of the official
representative, if present, of 'each institution° on the base.

147
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APPENDIX C Part 4

The Council On Postsec ndar Accreditation
440'1.

REPORT OF MILITARY BASES SELECTED
FOR INCLUSION INkTHE CASE STUDY OF OFF - CAMPUSi

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION ON MILITARY BASES r

The Case Study of Off-Campus Postsecondary Education on Military Bases
is an attempt to obtain a clearer picture of the variety and quality of
educational programs offered by civilian institutions on selected military
installations. Some of the procedures and criteria to be used are similar
to those employed in the accreditation of academic institutions, but it
should be clearly understood that this study does not involve the accredi-
tation of the institutions or the base programs.

The outline which follows is designed to assist the Education Services
Officer in providing information concerning the various programs offered on
the base by civilian institutions. In some cases the data requested or
questions asked may not apply .specifically! to the base or its programs, but
the ESO is urged to provide the most complete information pqssible. The
institutions conducting programs on the base will be providing detailed
inforMation about their programs.

The reports prepared by the base and the institutions.,mill provide
essential material for a committee designated by the Case Stuffy Advisory
Committee to visit the base and evaluate the programs. If there are any
questions about the type or quantity of information required, they should
be directed to:

Gordon W. Sweet
Chairman of the Advisory Committee

Military Base .Case Study
Commission on Colleges

Southern Associat* of Colleges and Schools
795 Peacht street, N.E.

Atlanta, G, 30308 k;,,,,.,z

The following informational report shoufd be completed in advap e of

the committee visit to the.base, a copy sent to your service depart nt

point of contact as far in advance of the visit as pogtible, and th n the
report should be made available to the committee at the time of thei\r visit.

Please complete questions requiring a narrative answer on a'sjrate
sheet after repeating the question. Questions requiring statistical data

may be answered on this form.

Kenneth E. Young. President / Eugene I. Van Antwerp, Staf! Associate / James M. Phillips. Staff Associate

One Dupont Circle, NkW., Suite 760, Washington, O. C..20038 phpne:\(202) 48"2-1433
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Procurement of On-base Degree Programs

1. List each college now providing on your base courses leading

to a degree, the degree programs offered by each at the present

time and during 1978, and the length of time each institution

has been serving your base.

2. For each institution indicate why the college was brought on

the base. For example, was there a special need or request

for the course or program? By wholli?

3. What procedures does your base us to typically identify or

determine whether or not a partic lar institution shoilld be

invited to provide degree Trogram on your base?

O

How does your base make contact with

explore possible new offerings?

Are all local institutions typically

need for a course or program? Be
/

as

describing how this .occurs. -

B. Program Requirements

the academic community to

requested to respond to the

specific as possible in

When asking institutions to submit prloposals for an on-base degree

program,. do those on base who are responsible for obtaining these

prograMis specify to the institutions any of the following? Please

check those which are specified.

1. Number of courses to be offered

2. Frequency and/or sequence of course offerings

3. Fa'culty qualifications

4. Student entrance requirements (prerequisites, tests, etc.)

5. Amount and/or types of credit from other programs to be

counted toward a degree (either previous to or after

initiation of degree program)

6. Credit to be granted by the institution for military

experience per se (MOS's, ratings, etc.)

7. Minimum time for completion of the degree

A

8. Thesis requirements (if graduate degree)

9. Class'size limitations

1 4 9
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10. Enrollment minimum

11. Administrative services to be provided by the institution

12. Counseling services to be provided by the institution

13. Availability,of office hours to be provided by the
institution

14. Facilities to be provided by the base

15. Institutional compliance with the statement on off -- campus
programs of the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation

16. Provision by the institution of external evaluations of
acceptability such as accreditation or approval by V.A.
mState Approval Agency

17. If the answer to No. 16 is yes, are accreditation and self-
studies used in deciding which institution should offer an
on-base program

13\,,...1B. Methods for evaluating the effectiveness of the rograms,
--1--

C. Space Allocation for Education Services

Estimate the total sqUare feet allocate'd to each institution providing
degree programs for the following:

Classrooms

College representative's office'

Storage of supplies and/or workroom

Books

Laboratories

Lounge

V

150
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D. Total Budget Allocation by Base to Support. Degree Programs

Books and supplies

Furnishings for classrooms ssand offices

Audio-visual resources

Computer tittle

Laboratory equipment and supplies

Supplies for faculty

Student Services

1. What are the functions of the on-base institutional representatives?

2: How are they selected and who pays for them?

3. Does each institution serving your base provide its own representative?

4. How many hours per week are they available?

5. How many persons'does your base provide for counseling, advising, and

registration for degree programs?

How are they selected and who pays for them?

What are their functions?

F. Educational Program

1. What methods are used by your base to evaluate the quality and effective-

ness of programs and institutions currently offering programs on your

base?

2. What information is regular1ollected by the base to aid in the

assessment of program quail* and effectiveness? Who collects this

information and what is done with it?

Additional Comments

Would you comment on any aspect of your base education program not covered

above which you think would help the visiting committee better understand

what you are trying to accomplish.

2/79 151
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APPENDIX D

Participating Military Bases and Institutions

_Part I: Military Bases
Part Its Institutions
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APPENDIX D - Part 1

PARTICIPATING MILITARY BASES

DATE OF VISIT

March 25-28, 1979

April 22-26, 1979

April 30-May 4,

May 5-12, 1979

May 6-9 1979

1979

May 13-17, 197 9

May 20-25, 1979

%
June 3-7, 1979

BASE

MacDill Air Force Base, Tampa, Florida.
William L. Turner, Chairman

Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune;
Marine Air. Station, Cherry Point, N.C.
William L. Flowers, Chairman

Elmendorf Air Force Base, Anchorage, Alaska.
Hector H. Lee, Chairman

Kadena Air Force Base; Marine Corps Base
Camp Smedley D. Butler, Okinawa.
Robert L. Maurer, Chairman

"Nr

Naval Station Mayport, Florida.
Robert Coyne, Chairman

McGuire Air Force Base, New Jersey.
Stanley Smith, Chairman

Naval Station, Norfolk, Va.;
Naval Amphibious Base, Little Creek, Va.;
Naval Air Station, Oceana, Va.;
Naval. Missiles School, Dam Neck, Va.
William L. Turner, Chairman

Ft. Carson Army Base, Colorado.
Thomas Reckerd, Chairman

June 3-7, 1979 Naval Air Stations, Miramar and North
Island, San Diego, California.
Richard L. Williamson, Chairman

June 23-July 2, 1979 United States Artily V Corps, Frankfurt
Communityv,Rhein-Main Air Force Base;
Lindsey Air Station, Wiesbaden, West
Germany.
Fred B. Bentley, Chairman

July 15-19, 1979 Ft. Stewart Army Base, Hunter Army Air Field, Ga.
Cha0.es McQuillan, Chairman



APPENDIX D- Part 2

PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS

Alaska, Universityrof, Anchorage,. Alaska
Anchorage Community College, Anchorage, Alaska
Azusa Pacific College, Azusa, California
Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana
Big Bend Community College, Moses Lake, Washington /
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts
Burlington County College, Pemberton, New Jersey
Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasant, Michigan
Central Texas College, Killeen, Texas
Chapman College, Orange, California
City College- Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
Coastal Carolina Community College, Jacksonville, North Carolina
Colorado, University of at Colorado Springs, Coloiado
Craven Community College, New Bern, North Carolina
East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University, Daytona Beach, Florida
Florida Junior College, Jacksonville, Florida
George Washington University, Washington, D. C.
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia
Georgia Military College, Milledgeville, Georgia
Georgia Southern College, Statesboro, Georgia
Golden Gate University, San Francisco, California
Hawaii Community College, Hilo, Hawaii
La Verne, University of, La Verne, dAl.ifornia
Los Angeles Community Colleges, Los Angeles,.California
Maryland, Univ. of, University College, College Park, Maryland
Mercer County Community College, Trenton, New Jersey
National University, San Diego, California
Northern Colorado, University of, Greeley, Colorado
North Florida, University of, Jacksonville, Florida
Oklahoma, University of, Norman, Oklahoma
Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia
Pepperdine University, Malibu, California

,
Pikes Peak Community College, Colorado Springs, Colorado
Regis College, Denver, Colorado
Rider College-, Lawrenceville, New Jersey
St. Leo College, St. Leo, Florida
San Diego State University, San Diego, California
Savannah State College, Savannah, Georgia
Southern California, University of, Los Angeles, CalifIlia
Southern Illinois' University at Carbondale, Illinois
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, Illinois
Southwestern College, Chula Vista, California
Tampa, University of, Tampa, Florida
Tidewater Community College, Portsmouth, Virginia
Trenton State College, Trenton, New Jersey
Troy State University, Troy, Alabama
United States International University, San Diego, California

I
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APPENDIX E

Military Base Case Study On-Site Team Members
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APPENDIX E- Part 1

MILITARY BASE CASE STUDY ON-SITE TEAM MEMBERS

Dr. John E. Anderson, Vice President for Academic Affairs,
Columbus College, Columbus,, Georgia 31907

Dr. Donavon Auble, Associate Provost for Academic Analysis
and Professor of Educational Psychology, Miami University,
Roudebush Hall, Oxford, Ohio 45056

Dr. Richard H. Barbe, Professor of Educational Administration, '
Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Dr. George Benson, Chairman, Marketing Department, College of
Business Administration, St. John's University, Grand Central
and Utopia Parkways, New York, New"York 11439

Dr. Fred B. Bentley, President, Mars Hill College, Mars Hill,
North Carolina .28754

Mr. William L. Bolin,-Coordinator, Engineering Technology,
St. Petersburg Junior College, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733

Dr. Egon urenner, Deputy Chancellor, City University of New York,
535 E. 80th Street, New York, New York 10021

Dr. Todd H. Bullard, Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Rochester Institute,of Technology, One Lomb Memorial
Drive, Rochester, New York 14623

Dr. Paul Castleberry, Department of Political Science,
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99163

Dr. Eugene Clark, Professor of Economics-Business, Washington
State University, Pullman, _Washington 99163

Dr. Robert Coe, Dean, School of Business, California Poly,technic
University at San Luis Obispo, San Luis Obispo, California 93407

Dr. David W. Cole, Vice President and Dean of the College,
High Point. College, High Point, North Carolina 27262

Dr. Edward M. Collins, Jr., President, The College of Charleston,
Charleston, South Carolina ,,.29401

Dr. Robert F. Coyne, Director of International Programs, Florida
State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306
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Mr. Henry Davison, Professor of EngineeringfTechnology,
St. Petersburg Junior College, St. Petersburg,
Florida 33733.

Dr. Robert Dolphin,. Jr., Dean, School of Graduate Studies,
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio. 45435

Mr. Donald V. Drury, Director of the Library, Menlo College,
Menlo Pr*, California 94025

Dr. Williak Flowers, Associate Dean, Extension Division, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg,
Virginia 24061f

Mr. Kenneth Fogg, President, Waterbury
e
State Technical College,

Waterbury, Contlecticut 06708

Dr. Phillip E. Frandson, Dean, University Extension, University
of California--Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90024

Dr. Merle E. Frey,.AssOciate Professor of Management and Industrial
Relations, Stillman School of Business, (Home Address) 172 Claremont
Road, Ridgewood, New Jersey 07450

Dr. Jaffies D. Gray, Chairman, Business Related Division, DeKalb
College, ClaKston, Georgia 30021

Dr. Milton A. Grodsky, Dean, University of Maryland, University
College, University Boulevard at Adelphi Road, College Park,
Maryland 20742

Dr. Ernest E. Harrill, Chairman, Department of Political Science,
Furman. University, Greenville, South Carolina 29613

Dr. Robert D. Harvey, Instruction and Coordinator of Engineering,
College of DuPage, 22nd and Lambert, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Mr. James V. Jones, Director of University Libraries, Case
Western Reserve University, 11161 E. Boulevard, Cleveland,
Ohio 44106

Dr. George G. Killinger, Board of Pardons and Paroles, Stephen
F, Austin Building, Room 711, P. O. Box 13401, Capitol Station,
Austin, Texas 78711

Or. Hector H. Lee, EMeritus Professor of English, Sonoma State
University, 3617 Greenhill, Santa Rosa, California 95404

Dr. George Lewis, Director. of Libraries, Mississippi State,
University, Mississippi State, Mississippi 39762
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Dr,. Howard D. Lowe, Professor and Chairman Accounting and

Finance, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Dr. Alice S, Mandanis, Academic Dean, Marymount College of
Virgiriia, Arlington, Virginia 22207

Dr. Robert Maurer, Emeritus Dean of Graduate Studies, California
State Polytechnic University, Pomona, California 91768

Dr. Charles McQuillen, Dean, College of Business and Economics,
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 83843

Dr. Barry L. *flinger, Dean/Director, Occupational Division,
DeKalb Community College, 495 North Indian Creek Drive,
Clarkston, Georgia 30021

Dr. Stanley N. Miller, Professor, Social Science and Education,
Head, Education Department, Pennsylvania State University,
Capitol Campus, Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Dr-. Harry W. More, Jr., Professor of Criminal Justice and Public
lAdministration, San Jose State University, San Jose,

California 95192

Dr. Richard E. Neel, Dean, College of Business Administration,
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, UNCC Station,
Charlotte, North Carolina 28223

-Dr. John F. O'Connell, Assistant Dean of Students, Western State
University College of Law, 1111 North *State College Boulevard,
Fullerton, California 92631

Ms. Martha O'Rourke, Librarian, Stillman College, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama 35401

Dr. Jerry Padgett, Dean of the School of Business( Winthrop College,

Rock Hill, South Carolina 29730

Mr. J. Carlyle Parker, Head of Public Services and Assistant Director
of the Library, California State College, Stanislaus, 800 Monte
Vista, Turlock, California 95380

Dr. Thomas E. Reckerd, Vice President/Dean, Indiana Vocational-
Technical College, 616 Wabash, Lafayette, Indiana 47905

Dr. J. Paul Reynolds, 1813 Azalea Drive, Wilmington, North
Carolina 28403

Dr. Lawrence H. Rice, Graduate Dean, Idaho State University,

Pocatello, Idaho 83209
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Dr. Katherine B. Seibert, Schbol of Business, California State
Polytechnic University--Pomona, 3801 W. Temple, Pomona,
California 91768

Dr. Donald Sime, Vice President and Dean, School of Business
and Management, Pepperdine University, 8035 S. Vermont, Los
Angeles, California 90044

Dr. R. Eugene Stephens, Associate Professor, College of Criminal
Justice, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South
Carolina 29208

Dr. Ronald Stoodley, Director, New Hampshire Vocational-Technical
College, Claremont, New Hampshire 03743

Dr. William Stosberg, Assistant Dean, Florida Atlantic University,
Boca Raton, Florida 33431

Dr. Bonnie R. Strickland, Professor and Chairman, Department of 440%.

Psychology, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Dr. James B. Tintera, Professor and Director, Center for InstruCtional
Technology, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan 48202

Dr. William L. Turner, Vice Chancellor for Extension and Public
Service, North Carolina State University, P. 0. Box 5125,
Raleigh, North Carolina 27650

Dr. Burton J. Williams,iDean, School of Social and Behavioral
Science, Central Washington State College, Ellensburg,
Washington 98926

Dr. Richard L. Williamson, Dean, College of Business Administration,
Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, California 90045
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APPENDIX F

Military Base Case Study On-Site Observers
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MILITARY BASE CASE STUDY ON-SITE OBSERVERS

Department of the Arm

Col. R. E. Brown, Director of Education, Department of the Army,

HQDA (DAA0-10) Hoffman Building #1, Room 1434, 2461 Eisenhower

Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22322

Mr. Tilton Davis, HQ Department of the Army (DAAG-ED), Hoffman
Building 41, Room 1434, 2401 Eisenhower. Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22322

Department of Defense

Dr. Gerald B. Kauvar, Special AssistanVfor Education., Office of the
Assistant Secretary_of Defense., (Manpower, Reserve Affairs and
Logistics), Room 38-922, The Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301

MaJor W. S. Sellman, Staff Specialist/Voluntary Education Programs,
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, (Manpower, Reserve
Affairs and Logistics), Room 3B-922, The Pentagon, Washington,
DC 20301

Education Commission of the States

Dr. Warren G. Hill, Executive Director, Education Commission-of the
States, Suite 300, Lincoln Tower Building, 1860 Lincoln Street,
Denver, Colorado 80295

V'

Servicemen's Opportunity Colleges

Ms. Frances C. Lapinski, Coordinator, Servicemen's Opportunity Colleges,
One Dupont Circle, Suite 700, Washington, DC 20036

Dr. Harry K. Miller, Jr., Servicemen's Opportunity Colleges, Suite 700,
One Dupont Circle, Washington, DC 20036

41
Dr. James Nickerson, Director, Servicemen's Opportunity Colleges, Suite 700,

One Dupont Circle, Washington, DC 20036

U. S. Air Force

Mr. William Cox, Headquarters, United States Air Force, Washington,
DC 20330

M . Robert Quick, HQ USAF/MPPi, Room 4C-240, The Pentagon, Washington,
DC 20330

Mr. Joseph Littlefield, Chief of Educational Services, HQ MAC /OPAL
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U. S. Marine Corps

Lt. Col. John Keenan, USMC, c/o Comma)idant U. S. Marine Corps,
HQ U. S. Marine Corps, Code OTTE, Washington, L. C. 20308

U. S. Navy

, Dr. Frances Kelly, Office of the hief of Naval Operations,
OP-114E, Room 2833, Navy Annex, Arlington, Virginia 20370

State Representatives

California

1(

Dr. Roy W. Steeves, Assistant Chief, Office of Private Postsecondary
Education, State of California, Department of Education, 601 West
Fifth Street, Los Angeles, California 90017

Colorado

Dr: Norman B. Dodge, Assistant Director, Department Higher Education,
Colorado Commission on Higher Education, 1550 Lincoln Street,
Roomq210, Denver, Colorado 80203

Florida

Dr. C. Wayne Freeburg, Executive Director, Florida Board of Independent
Colleges and Universities, c/o Department of Education, .Stateof
Florida, Tallahassee, Florida 32304

New Jersey

Mr. Joseph L. Ravelli, Assistant Dired6r, Office for Independent
Colleges and Universities, New Jersey Department of Higher
Education, 225 W. State Street, P. O. Box 1293, Trenton,
New Jersey 08625

North Carolina

Dr, John F. Corey, Assistant Vice Prespent, The University of North
Carolina, General Administration, P, O. Box 2688,-Chapel Hill,
North Carolina 27514
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U. S. Office of Education

Dr. Lawrence Friedrich, DEAE, Bureau of Higher and Continuing

Education, U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C. 20202

Veterans Administration

Dr. George Arnstein, Education Consultant, Vete ans Administration,

Office .of General Counsel, Washington, D. C. 20420

Mr. Jack Garrison, Veterans Administration, Edu ation andcehabilitation
Service, Program Administration Staff, Washi gton, D. C. 20420

Mr. John Headen, Veterans Administration, EducatiOn and Rehabilitation

Service, Program Administration Staff, Washington, D. C. 20420

Dr. Robert B. Holbrook, Counseling Psychologist, Veterans Adminis-

tration, Washington, D. C. 20420

Ms. Mary Indianer, Education. and Rehabilitation Service, Program
Administration Staff, Veterans Administration, Washington, D. C. 20420

Mr.,,James M. Laws, Jr., Compliance Survey Program Staff, Veterans
Administration, Washington, D. C. 20420

VT. Alan Zoeckler, 225B, Veterans Administration, 810 Vermont Avenue, N.W.,

Washington, D. C. 20420

. .
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APPENDIX G

FRACHE Policy on Military Base Education
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FEDERATION OF REGIONAL ACCREDITING COMMISSIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

.POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
CONpUCTED BY ACCREDITED OR CANDIDATE INSTITUTIONS ON MILITARY BASES

The Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of Higher. Education is
pleased to note that the military services are very much aware of the critical
need for All educated manpower, and fully endorses the development of educa-
tional programs on military bases designed to provide for the personal and pro-
fessional gi'owth Of personnel through educational courses and programs in
cooperation with accredited and candidate postsecondary institutions.

Institutions are encouraged to cooperate with the military services in designing
appropriate course's and programs for both military personnel and also such
military-related or civilian personnel as it may be considered feasible to
accept. In establishing courses or programs, institutions should recognize that
-Special considerations frequently must be made-,,e.g., courses designed for the
undergraduate on acollege campus or for professional preparation in an academic

. discipline may not adequately meet the needs or capitalize on the experience of
militaryjersonnel. The usual fixed requirements of residence and traditional
methods of accumulating credits may fail to allow for the unique circumstmaces
of the military person: Hence, it is the Federation's view that an institution
offering such courses, while holding to the basic quality essential to good
educational programs, should feel free to adapt methods, policies, and pro-
cedures to the rpimen and conditions under which the military student must
perform his duties and pursue his studies.

Providing educational opportunities for interested personnel on military basis
is a dual responsibility. Certain guides and requisites can .be established which
may provide both incentive and direction for officers of the military in positions
of responsibility on base. Likewise there. are helpful guides that might provide

liction for those from the college campus responsible for such, services.rccessful programs in these situations will not be realized unless there is
mutual understanding, a sharing of responsibilities, and a marshaling of resources
essential for such offerings.

1. Guides and Responsibilities of Institutions

A. Programs offered should relate to the p ses and adhere to the edu-
cational standards of the institution.

Provision should be made for students to work toward compl n of

appropriate programs offered by the institution. Without corn romising
the principle that quality will be equivalent to that on c mpus,
course offerings might be more flexible or nontraditional than those
required of the campus student. Thus the educational goal of the
military base studeryt might-be given special consideration within the

8 general graduation requirements of the institution without depreciation
of standards. Although institutions should refrain from offering work
unrelated to ,either their mission or resources, they may provide service
or cultural courses without credit when such experiences can be of
personal worth or upgrade competencies required of the military person.



B. in organizing-and administering base program, institutions should take into
consideration the uniqueness of military situations.

The staff member assigned the responsibility of representing an
institution in its military base effort must recognize the unique
demands of the situation. He must realize that the first demand
upon the base personnel is a military commitment, and arrangements
for such individuals must fit into this demand. Although organi-
zation and administration practices need not duplicate or conform to
campus routines, appropriate standards should be maintained.

C. Student personnel policies and services should be such as to facilitate
the success of a program on a military base.

Admission requirements should reflect the demands of postsecondary
level studies and degree requirements, and at the same time take
into consideration the student's background in terms of equivalencies.
Registration procedures should be accommodated to the conditions
under which the military work, and counseling services provided by
relevantly prepared and experienced individuals. Special provisions
should be made for program advising so students may know requirements
as well as make adjustments 4n terms of their own educational goals.
Adjustments may need to be made in residence requirements and/or the
substitution of courses for transfer credit or degree purposes. Pro:
vision should be made for the possibility of advanced placement or
credit by examination or evaluation.

D. Both faculty and instruction should be of recognized quality.

For military base education. programs, the faculty are drawn from the
cooperating institution, the military base staff, and from other
institutions. Qualified specialists without institutional affiliation
may also be employed. Instructors must be professionally competent
in regard to specific preparation and recency of involvement in the
field, When participating institutions employ faculty from other
institutions on a part-time basis, it is recommended that they do so
with permission from the faculty members' full-time employer; this
will avoid the danger of excessive overloads.

The quality of instruction should be comparable to that on campus,
with the same degree of concern for :Vaching'tools and learning
resources. Necesary library materials must be available or accessible.
Special provisions may be needed for-the completion of course.work when
students are Called from base,. Regardless of departures from campus
practice,'"grades should not be given until students meet all course
requirements: ,
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E. Integrity among institutions offering programs on a single base is

essential.

Institutions PAced in competition with each other in'making
bids to provide services must guard against the erosion of qmality
of instruction. To avoid negative aspects of competition, several
participating institutions on a base should consult among them-
selves and with the military education services officer. In all

deliberations and negotiations, it is expected that a high degree
of integrity will be maintained.

II. Guides and Obligations of the Military

A. The military should not hesitate to initiate negotiations for the purpose
of providing educational programs on base.

When postsecondary educational opportunities are not being provided
and when personnel on base express an interest in them, military
officials should initiate the action necessary for securing such
programs. The leadership should first assess and identify the types
of programs and services desired before approaching an institution.
It is always helpful to. know at the outset precisely what is desired,
the approximate number of students thatare likely to be involved, and
the resources which the base might be able to provide. Educaticin

officers should be open in making needs kriown to interested institutions
and in inviting proposals for programs. Memoranda of understanding or
contracts should be negotiated directly between military bases and
participating institutions. Where possible, it recommended that such
memoranda of understanding or contracts run for more than one year to
assure program stability. Perhaps bases, could work toward standardi-
zation of contracts and thus insure greater consistency in the ervices

provided by an institution.

B. A joint meeting of both institution and base leadership should occur
early.

After the educational needs of base personnel are determined there
should be a joint exploration and planning session of base and
institution representatives. Such a meeting should define the needs,
identify essential resources, describe the general nature of programs
desired, and define the specific responsibilities of all parties.
Written agreements, should be reached prior to initiation of the pro-
gram.to guide both the base and the participating institution in
carrying out the program.
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The military will have responsibility for supplying certain essential
resources.

In addition to identifying programs desired, the number of persons
involved, and the costs, the military should expect to provide certain
essentials for such programs on base:

1. Suitable and adequate classrooms
2. Space and facilities for a library or learning center
3. Adequate learning resources to support the program
4. Laboratory space and essential equipment for"courses requiring

laboratory experiments
5. Other equipment and supplies (e.g., typewriters, business machines,

etc.) essential to the courses offered.

It is the responsibility of the educational institution to notify the
military base of additional or extraordinary needs sufficiently in
advance to make it possible for the base to fulfill the request.

The military in most instances will be expected to provide certain
initial funds for starting the service.

D. The military must give full support and backing to the program once it
is initiated.

No program will succeed without the continuing support of the post
commander, his staff, and the highest officials of the respective
service branch. A postsecondary program will also need the attention
of an educational officer who is a qualified educator'anc(is given
time and staff to manage and evaluate the program and provide essential
academic advisement. The educational officer will need the full sup-
port of all base officials. The success of such prograins is highly
dependent upon theftxperience, leadership, and resourcefulness of

44 such an individual.

E. There is need for greater uniformity of policy and practice among the,
various branches of the military.

It has been noted that differences exist in both policy and
practice between various branches of the service. FRACHE urges
that steps be taken toward the following:

1. Greater commonality in administrative organization of
educational programs throughout the services.

2. More common or comparable scales of tuition support
3. More common agreement on what constitutes adequate class-

room space and equipment.
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Greater uniformity of commitment on the part of .the various
branches could do much to increase comparability of programs and
services among military bases, and would improve efficiency and
reduce the administrative burden on institutions providing edu-
cational programs to more than one base.

F On bases where non-military personnel are permitted to take courses, it
is understood that the first responsibility in terms of space and
instructional services is to the military student. However, the incluton
of community people on a space-available and self-paid basis may be bene
ficial to all parties concerned and is encouraged.

L. The Evaluatidn of. Educational Programs on Military Bases

A. Educational programs conducted by accredited or candidate postsecondary
institutions on a military base should be evaluated by the appropriate
regional accrediting commission in conjunction with an institutional
evaluation.

Although informal evaluationsmay be made by military education
staff, it is not appropriate for the military to engage in formally
evaluating the programs of an accredited postsecondary institution.
It is recommended, however, that appropriate military educational
personnel confer with the institution in doing the relevant part of
its self-study. An evaluation team may wish to confer with the
military regarding the support, resources, and effectiveness of a
given program. I

B. If an accredited institution offers educational programs on a military
base within another accrediting region, the evaluation should be conducted
jointly by the affected commissions wit primary responsibility vested in
the parent commission. In the case of verseas programs conducted outside
the United States or its possessions, e evaluation should be conducted
by the appropriate regional commission.

C. Those responsible for poslsecondary military barse programs will be
cognizant of and generally expected to meet the applppriate military,
state, regional accrediting commission, and FRACHE Oidelines for
operation of the programs.

Consortia Arrangements

Where two or'more institutions grTe joined together in consortia to
provide educational programs on military bases certain common adminis-
tratilie--Trrangements and educaitonal policies need to be agreed upon.
This can be handled by a consortium board with appropriate representation
from each of the-participating institutions and the military. Such
matters as calendar, admissions, course and degree requirements, transfer
of credits, and tuition should be developed.



FroT the outset the appropriate regional accrediting commission should
be notified of and involved in the,development of the consortia.
Evaluation of the consortia educatiohal.program will'be in conjunction
with the evaluation and accreditation process with each participating
institution, Consortia arrangements will not. be-independently evaluated
for separate accredited status.

Approved by the Council
October 24, 1973
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